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to this month's Sports Insight

At last the mornings and
evenings are getting lighter.
Spring could almost be in
the air, and that always puts a
spring in the step of runners
everywhere.
Especially those gearing up
for the London Marathon.
This month Fiona Bugler
looks at what the discerning
marathon runner will be looking
to stock up on before the big race.
Paul Sherratt, from Solutions
for Sport, writes about the
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continuing rise in wearable tech.
We also chat to Michael
Price, inov-8's global product
and marketing director, about
the brand's future plans and life
in the Lakes.

Warwickshire secures
Masuri partnership

Warwickshire County
Cricket Club has signed a new
agreement with Masuri to be
its official helmet supplier for
the next four years.
Masuri will provide navy
Warwickshire helmets and yellow
Birmingham Bears helmets for
the professional squad as part of
the new deal.
Its cricket helmets will also
be available from the shop at
Edgbaston, which recreational
cricket clubs can have
personalised to include its own
club crest.
Gareth Roberts, commercial
director of Warwickshire CCC,
said: “Working with Masuri
ensures that we provide our
players with one of the safest and
most comfortable helmets that’s
available in the game.
“We’re also keen to enhance
our range of products and
opportunities to support the local

recreational game. Personalised
helmets are a great way for local
players to demonstrate their pride
in representing their club and
we’re looking forward to having
this in-store in the New Year.”
Masuri was started in South
Africa in 1988, but now operates
from Winchester in the UK and
distributes around the world.
Warwickshire and England allrounder Chris Woakes and Bears’
skipper Ian Bell are among two of
the firm’s long-term endorsers.

Meridian Foods to sponsor
Windsor Half Marathon again
Meridian Foods will once
again be the title sponsor of
the Windsor Half Marathon.
The sponsorship deal, now
in its second year, will ensure the
event continues to grow as it takes
to the iconic Windsor Great Park
for its 35th year, on September 24.
Part of the Windsor
Running Festival, the
Half Marathon follows the
Boudavida Women’s 10k,
Windsor, held on September 23.
Meridian have been busy
with a range of new products
recently launched, including
their Peanut Butter and Seeds,
as well as the appointment of
Wasps captain and England
rugby player James Haskell and
Olympic hockey gold medallist
Alex Danson as the brand’s first
sporting ambassadors. The highprofile, elite, athletes are helping
Meridian to increase awareness
about the massive benefits of
nut butter as a healthy, natural
source of protein and energy for
anyone involved in sports and
physical activity.
Sue McIntosh, head of
marketing at Meridian Foods
added: “The team had such a
fantastic time at last year’s
race and we’re delighted to be

involved again for 2017.
“Our nut butters feel like
a natural fit with the running
community as they are all
natural and provide an excellent
source of energy and protein.
We’ll be offering samples of
our products to runners and
supporters throughout the
race weekend, encouraging the
importance of active lifestyles
and healthy eating.
“Even more of the Meridian
family will be running the Half
in 2017, and we hope to raise
a further £1000 to our chosen
charity, the Borneo Orangutan
Survival Foundation.”
Peter Hier, race director of
the Windsor Running Festival,
said: “We’re thrilled to have
Meridian Foods back on board
as title sponsor for 2017 – we
had great feedback from runners
who sampled their products
after last year’s event and we
think the brand is a perfect fit
for the Half Marathon.”
To find out more about
Meridian Foods visit:
www.meridianfoods.co.uk
or to keep up with the latest
race developments and secure
your place please visit:
www.runwindsor.com
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New warehouse will see an

EXCELLENT
SERVICE
made even better

David Sanderson, managing director of
Reydon Sports - the one-stop-shop for the
independent sports trade – looks to the future

R

eydon Sports are on
the move.
The UK's largest
Sports Wholesale and
Distribution Company is
increasing the size of their
warehouse by moving to new
premises.
Formerly based at Lenton
Lane, they will occupy their new
building at Birch Park, Giltbrook,
Nottingham, just off junction 26
of the M1.
David Sanderson (pictured),
Reydon Sports managing director,
said: “We are moving to a bigger
and better warehouse, which
has easier transport links to the
M1 motorway.
“This will enable us to keep
our service levels to the great
standard that we have already.
“We now have improved
offices and showroom and
warehouse facilities.
“With the new showroom
we have more space to display
our products.
“The lease expired on our
Lenton Lane premises, we looked
at five or six other sites in or
around Nottingham until deciding
on Birch Park.
“We felt this was the best one

for our business needs.”
Reydon Sports features more
brands and products than ever
before and you can get them from
one place, in just one delivery.
They supply a vast range of
sporting goods and services to the
independent sports trade.
All the hassle of stock buying,
gone in an instant.
In a sentence, Reydon Sports
are the one-stop-shop for sports
retailers.
Sanderson said: “We are the
stock room of the independent
sports retailer.
“We have a massive range
of brands you can buy from one
place. It's one phone call, one
delivery, one invoice, one rep.
Gone are the days where you need
to deal with multiple suppliers.
“We've got an exciting, brand
new website coming in June and a
new telesales service. We can take
all the hard work out of managing
and ordering stock.
“The new website will
make ordering even easier for
customers.”
Reydon have developed a
wide range of highly successful,
in-house brands which include;
Precision (footballs, goalkeeping
gloves and training aids),
MANTIS (tennis, squash and
badminton), Fox TT (table tennis),
Midwest (American sports)
Swimtech (swimming), Dukes
(cricket), and not forgetting their
hugely successfully fitness brand
UFE. In addition, they offer
brands such as Bliz Eyewear,
Puma, Fox 40, Speedo, Shock
Doctor, Head, Wilson, Molten,
Makura, and SmellWell, amongst
many others.

Sanderson added: “It's going
to be a big year for Reydon Sports
and it's not just about the move.
“We will have new lines in
Precision, new lines in UFE and
some improved prices.”
But the emphasis is still
on great service and the
fantastic product range that
Reydon sports offer.
Sanderson added: “If, for
example, you were looking to
open up your own sports store,
from scratch, then we can fill your
shelves for you with one phone call
and one delivery. We can offer you
a wide range of world renowned
brands from our warehouse, and
we can offer you that 24/7.
“We have brands that we own,
brands that we are official UK
distributors for and brands that
we are third party distributors.
“You can buy all these brands
from Reydon on a daily basis and
we will deliver it to your door free
of charge the next day, if your
order is over £100.”
Reydon are the official
suppliers to the Stag buying group,
Intersport buying group and the
RSI Group, in Ireland.
Reydon also offer great deals
on their own range of products.
Sanderson added: “We are
able to offer incredible discounts,
giving the retailer stronger
margins on our own brands, and
these can be bought alongside
our huge range of international
brands.
“In a nutshell, you have one
dedicated point of contact for
all our brands, no stock order
commitment, for bespoke, value
driven brands tailored to the
independent sector.”

Reydon Sports new Birch Park warehouse.
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All the very latest in the sports industry...

Solid growth for Asics sees three per cent rise

ODLO TO
SPONSOR
GLENTRESS
WEEKEND
Odlo is the title sponsor for
the 2017 Glentress 11 trail
run and the Glentress
Seven endurance
mountain bike race.
Engineers of Active Layers
since 1946, Odlo has joined
forces with Tweedlove to
support the launch of the
event’s first ever trail run
and also continue the
growth of the hugely
popular MTB trail event,
the Glentress Seven.
Conceived in 2010, the
Glentress Seven quickly
became TweedLove’s
flagship endurance
mountain bike event,
and has since firmly
established itself as
one of the UK’s most
popular MTB events, and
takes place this year on
May 26-27.
With solo entries selling
out in record time, the
seventh year of the sevenhour race is set to be the
best yet.
Phillip Weston, Odlo UK
country manager said:
“The event reaches such a
wide variety of cyclists
and runners it’s a great
fit for the Odlo brand
and our innovative
product offering.”
TweedLove’s event
director Neil Dalgleish
added: “I discovered Odlo
kit a few years ago and
have been a fan ever since,
so it’s a pleasure to work
with a brand we really
believe in for what is such
an important and
cherished event for us.”
To find out more about
the event and entry
head to www.
tweedlove.
com

ASICS has announced solid
growth across the EMEA
region between January and
December 2016, with the
brand delivering an overall
three per cent increase in net
sales to €886 million.
The sales increase was
largely driven by continued
growth in running, ASICS’
key strategic category, with
running footwear increasing
by two per cent and apparel by
three per cent.
Another key contributor is
the ongoing acceleration of the
brand’s lifestyle category, ASICS
Tiger, which grew an impressive
42 per cent.
Sales in ASICS’ own retail
outlets grew by 15 per cent.
In running footwear ASICS
successfully launched its brand
new running shoe, DynaFlyte,
containing the innovative
material FlyteFoam.
The award-winning midsole
material - receiving outstanding
product test reviews for its
combination of light weight
and optimum cushioning –

will see FlyteFoam expand
into a new series of ‘fast’
running shoe models, launching
in spring 2017.
FlyteFoam has proved so
successful it will also be rolled
out across other sports,
including the top of the range
tennis shoe, Court FF.
Alongside its market lead
in technical running, ASICS
is continuing to increase its
strategic focus on young, urban
city runners who require a
more varied product that
merges lifestyle and
performance, such as the
recently launched fuzeX Rush
and GEL Quantum 360 knit.
Also, in its apparel
collections ASICS is pushing a
lifestyle aesthetic with
functional materials to stronger
connect with the fashion
forward audience. This is
demonstrated in the ‘JYUNIcollection’ – ASICS’ fashioninspired premium running
collection – teasing the
drastically new ASICS design
silhouette for upcoming

commercial apparel collections
that ASICS will launch in 2017.
ASICS Tiger – the lifestyle
expression of the performance
brand - posted great results
in 2016, growing 42%. The
strong results can be attributed
to the brand’s consistent
messaging around the iconic
‘GEL collection’, plus its
continuous updates,
re-imagining of classic styles
and creative collaborations.
2016 saw ASICS launch a
new global retail concept,
premiering in the brand’s first
store in Brussels putting
consumer at the heart of the
retail experience. The new
store concept is part of a
consumer led approach which
will see ASICS roll out two
global social initiatives; ASICS
FrontRunner community and
the launch of the SMSB-crew,
an urban community with a
shared passion and a holistic
approach to a life well-lived
through sport.
Alistair Cameron, CEO of
ASICS Europe, said: “In 2016

our focus was on a consumer
centric approach across the
business. We streamlined the
distribution of iconic running
models to avoid overdistribution and ensure a
more diverse product offer
with our accounts.
“Despite this tough strategic
decision, impacting the shortterm business results, ASICS
continued healthy growth across
the business. The global roll out
of the ASICS FrontRunner
community, alongside
integration of FlyteFoam across
a number of ranges shows our
continued growth in running
and why we remain the market
leaders in technical footwear.
“Looking ahead to the rest of
the year, I’m really excited to see
the development of the ‘SMSBcrew’ – a global community of
sport and creative enthusiasts
promoting ASICS’ founding
philosophy of ‘A Sound Mind in
A Sound Body’ - inspiring a
generation of young people to get
out and be active, setting ASICS
up for a strong 2017.”

TEDDY RINER JOINS UNDER ARMOUR
Double Olympic gold medal
winner and eight-time world
champion, Teddy Riner,
becomes the latest leading
athlete to join Under Armour’s
roster of elite athletes.
Under Armour revealed the
new partnership to the world
with an imposing, giant image
of Riner printed on a billboard
in the centre of Paris in Les
Halles district.
The space, which has never
been used by a brand before, is
one of the largest billboards in
Paris spanning over 25m high and
20m wide. It not only represents
the massive size of the 6ft 8in
tall Riner, but also the impact
Under Armour plan to make in the
French market through the world
class athlete in 2017 and beyond.
Riner begins the long-term
partnership with the global sports
brand during his quest to claim
a third Olympic gold medal in
Tokyo, 2020. This will include
training apparel and footwear for
Riner and his support team, as
he looks to extend his unbeaten
record spanning from 2010.
The partnership will be the
first of several breakthrough
announcements around Under
Armour’s presence in France,
with a Paris-based headquarters
also opening imminently.
Riner said: “Under Armour
is a Brand dedicated to
performance, and I’m honoured

to be part of the team.
“Training smart, with the
support of Under Armour in
my camp, can propel me to a
successful 2017, and longer-term
on the Road to Tokyo as we work
together towards achieving
greater success.
“Under Armour are
unstoppable at present, and their
new Connected Fitness training
products, recovery apparel, and
commitment to make athletes
better, are second to none. It’s
incredible to be a part of such an
elite team and I’m relishing the
next challenge.”
Chris Bate, Under Armour
VP and managing director
Europe, said: “Riner is a
global icon and a recordbreaking athlete who has
redefined judo on his way
to becoming one of the
most successful French
athletes of all time. His
ambitious, aggressive and
fearless attitude matches
the culture and values of
Under Armour as we rapidly
expand our brand and
business in France.
“Our focus on athletic
intelligence will support Teddy’s
unique training methods to
take his performance to the
next level. We are proud to
equip Teddy with innovative
Under Armour technologies
including ThreadBorne and our

Connected Fitness platforms and
footwear, which will help
him prepare, perform,
and recover better than
ever as we work in
partnership towards
Tokyo 2020.”
Riner joins a
prolific global roster
of Under Armour
athletes, including
IBF Heavyweight
Champion of the

World, Anthony Joshua, World
Number One tennis player
Andy Murray, the most
decorated Olympian
of all time Michael
Phelps, NBA 2016
MVP Stephen Curry,
Super Bowl LI MVP
Tom Brady and
the most decorated
female alpine World
Cup skier in history,
Lindsey Vonn.
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Harlequins extends
partnership with Maximuscle
Harlequins have extended
their deal with Maximuscle.
The two-year partnership
extension will see Maximuscle
continue to provide the playing
squad with nutritional support,
which will play an integral role
in helping Harlequins reach
optimal performance and
recovery levels in training, and
before and after matches.
Maximuscle’s provision of
high quality whey protein and
creatine will complement the
squad’s nutritional intake
which includes Vitamin D, fish
oils and Beta Alnine.
Ned Wills, Harlequins
commercial director, said: “We
are delighted to be keeping such
a prestigious nutrition and
supplementation company like
Maximuscle within our family
of partners at Harlequins.
“They are experts in their
field and are able to provide the
best product to our squad,
which benefits the players both
on and off the field.”
Craig Percival, Maximuscle
marketing director, added:
“Harlequins is one of the
leading teams in the country
and completely personify what
Maximuscle stands for as a

brand. Their relentless
dedication to training,
competing and improving at
such an elite level are just some
of the reasons why we’re
thrilled to be re-signing our
partnership.”
By continuing with
Maximuscle, Harlequins
remains part of their exciting
portfolio of elite athletes and
professional sports teams
including Northampton Saints,
Maro Itoje, Chris Robshaw,
George North, Conor Murray,
Anthony Watson, Jordan
Henderson and Anthony Yarde.

Upshall completes investment
in BLK UK sportswear brand
Entrepreneur Richard Upshall
has completed a multi-million
pound investment in BLK
United Kingdom to develop the
company’s position as one of
Britain’s fastest-growing
sportswear brands.
His investment will support
BLK UK's ambitions to expand
into a wider range of sports and
strengthen its retail and
distribution capabilities.
It will also support its
existing management team,
which includes chief executive
Ben Houchen.
Currently, the North East
England-based company has
existing partnership relationships
with Saracens, England Rugby
League, Scotland Rugby League
and England Netball.
Upshall said: “BLK United
Kingdom has real potential to
achieve significant growth and
increased market share across the
British sportswear sector. The
company has made positive
progress with its deals with
professional rugby clubs and
associations, which we will build
upon by establishing a presence in
a diverse range of sports.”
It was founded in the UK in
2016 after it acquired the UK

licence from BLK Sports and
operates out of a 15,000 sq ft
warehouse in Stockton-on-Tees,
employing 20 people.
This agreement marks the
latest investment in UK business,
and in particular North East
business, by Upshall.
His global oilfield inspection
business, OES, has its British
headquarters in Stockton-on-Tees
and the region is also home to the
UK offices of a number of
RU-branded companies including
RU Listening and RU Consulting.
Upshall also brings a wealth of
experience to the business from
the sportswear sector. He has
been the Middle East licence
holder for the BLK brand
providing team apparel in the
UAE for teams such as the
International Cricket Club, Dubai
Exiles Rugby and Dubai
Hurricanes RFC as well as
organisations such as the Dubai
and Abu Dhabi Police
Departments, Mars and
Dermalogica.
The investment also coincides
with the announcement that
brand owner, BLK Sport, based in
Australia, is no longer in
administration and has strong
growth ambitions to support

Chief executive Ben Houchen
(left), Richard Upshall (centre)
and Dan Harrison, sales manager
– Middle East (right) at BLK UK

its global network.
Houchen said: “Richard’s
investment and input into the
development of BLK United
Kingdom will provide a significant
springboard for the business and
our ambitions within the
sportswear market.
“His knowledge of the
brand, through his BLK
Middle East operation, together
with his excellent track record
for establishing and investing
in growing businesses are
very welcome and will help
deliver exciting prospects for
the company and the North
East region.”
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LIVING THE
BRAND MAKES
THE DIFFERENCE
FOR INOV-8
A

strong ethos, focus and
innovation are drivers
behind the success of inov-8.
The company prides itself in
designing high quality, innovative
products in both the running and
performance training sectors.
They have two working hubs
in the UK; one in Crook, County
Durham, a stone’s throw from where
the company was born in 2003, and
the other in Staveley, at the epicentre
of the Lake District mountain
running scene. Their third hub is just
outside of Boston, US.
And the passion behind the
desire to be the best in their market
has impressed Michael Price.
He took over as the brand's global
product and marketing director last
September, after previously working
for Asics in Amsterdam and is now
based in the Lakes.
Michael said: “I have been
impressed by what a small group of
people can do when they are very
focused on who the target audience is,
so trial runners and CrossFit athletes.
“One of the things I have found
here in my first six months is that
everybody is out doing activity,
everyone is out every lunchtime
running, so the product is tested to
destruction and then it is improved.”
inov-8 is now owned by
Descente, a Japanese sportswear
maker, who were previously the
brand’s distributors in that part
of the world.
Descente own 80 per cent of
the brand with founder Wayne
Edy holding on to the remaining

Michael Price, inov-8 global product and
marketing director, speaks to Mark Hayhurst
about future plans and life in the Lakes

20 per cent. Michael added: “Our
business is split a third in the UK, a
third in the US and a third for the rest
of the world, which for a business
that is only 14 years old (in June) is
very mature.
“The UK business, over the last
five years, is growing at a compound
annual growth rate of nine per cent.
“In the US we have been
changing the mix and, in a country
where we were adopted as a fitness
brand, we’ve grown the trail running
business there at a double digit rate.
We’ve also secured a seven-store test
with REI and the early signs from
that are very positive.
“We continue to have a very
strong following in the US in
CrossFit – a market that has matured
and seen other brands come in to it.
“We are staying very strong with
what we call the hardcore CrossFit
athlete and our products regularly get
rated as the best in that marketplace.”
And it is the focus on their
core business that drives the brand
forward. inov-8 want to be at the
heart of the trail running community
across the world. And they are
backing up their commitment
through sponsorship of races in the
UK, US and Europe.
Michael said: “We have
signed four race series’ in the US
– Rainshadow Running, Human
Potential, Runbum and Desert
Dash – as well as the Innsbruck
Trail Festival in The Alps. In the
UK we have the hugely popular
Lakeland Trials series, Maverick
Race, The Three Peaks, Snowdon

and the English Fell Running
Championships. We believe in
investing in the community, in the
heart of trail running, mountain
running and fell running.”
And the innovation
continues with new launches
prepared for this year.
In June inov-8 will launch their
new TRAILROC 285 and 270 series
– which is aimed at trail running in
hard and rocky conditions.
Michael added: “It’s geared a lot
towards the US. The TRAILROC is
closer to the ground, has our patented
grip design and is the first shoe
we have put a rock plate in – but it
moves with the foot so you still get
that natural movement. We’ve put it
through a lot of scrutinized testing
and the feedback has been really
positive. We’re very excited about
this launch.”
But their innovation doesn't only
apply to shoes. inov-8 moved into the
apparel market in 2013 and, along
with equipment, it now makes up 15
per cent of their business.

Michael added: “It's tough doing
clothing and equipment – if you get
it wrong you get left with stock. Our
products are lightweight, fitted and it
performs in the toughest conditions.
“We are bringing out a new
waterproof shell jacket called the
AT/C PROTEC-SHELL for AW17.
It takes lightweight protection in
running jackets to the next level.
Weighing just 360g, it's packed with
innovative technical features to
keep mountain and trail runners dry,
warm and protected in wet and wild
conditions. The three layer Pertex
Shield Pro fabric works in tandem
with features such as streamline
technology on the cuffs, which
diverts water from the hands.”
And Michael believes
that their strength in
innovation, wanting to
push the boundaries
and the ethos of the
people who work for
the company is what
will see the brand
continue to grow.

He said: “As a group of people, all
at inov-8 live the brand and live the
marketplace. Rather than going out
to research or study the marketplace,
we live it. I love that.
“We are on a path to double the
business and I can really see that
happening. We will do that through
developing the best products,
continuing to innovate and making
sure that we grow this team with
similar like-minded people.”

First look at the
Protec-shell running
jacket which is new
for AW17

The new
Trailroc 285
running shoe
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Intersport UK &
Ireland partner with
Silicon Valley tech
company Myagi
Intersport UK & Ireland and
Myagi have entered a
partnership to improve product
sales and achieve a greater focus
on delivering expert advice
during in-store customer
experiences.
With over 260 stores that are
independently run but buy as part
of the Intersport group, members
collectively place customers at the
heart of what they do.
Shopping habits have changed
with the growing importance of
online integration, so retailers
have to embrace multi-channel as
part of the consumer buying cycle.
In-store shopping will remain an
important part of this cycle, as long
as customers receive an enriching
and knowledge-based experience but the message is clear, add value
or lose footfall to online.
In response to this shift in
customer behaviour, Intersport
UK and Ireland have partnered
with the Silicon Valley tech
company Myagi.
Myagi provides an easy to
access online learning platform

enabling sales associates to
become masters of the customer
experience.
The Myagi app was initially
launched to two of Intersport’s
retail members, Intersport Elverys
and Intersport DW Sports, before
being rolled out to the rest of the
group soon after. The results are
nearly 200,000 lessons being
undertaken by 2,000 sales
associates nationwide.
This is an impressive adoption
of the Myagi network and the
reasons for this success are
twofold: Firstly, Myagi makes easy
work of uploading brand video
‘shorts’ that include a quiz and the
ability to track results, all of which
can be accessed from a variety of
mobile devices.
This aligns perfectly with
Intersport’s commitment to giving
their members the tools to become
experts; and secondly, the early
adoption of Myagi by big brand
names such as ASICS, adidas, New
Balance, Nike and Puma has helped
continue to build Intersport’s close
relationships with their suppliers

and grass roots level sales teams.
Intersport has some of the
strongest brand partnerships in
the sports industry and in 2012
they launched their ‘Expert Advice’
marketing campaign, putting a
stake in the ground in terms of
their industry position.
Intersport’s collective buying
power gives independent retailers
access to exclusive brand ranges
and therefore brand relationships
are at the forefront of their strategy.
Tom Foley, general manager of
Intersport UK and Ireland, is clear
about why Myagi was the right
solution for them: “Collectively,
our members take their
relationship with the customer and
their role as experts extremely
seriously at Intersport.
“We are always seeking ways
to support our members and
provide them access to up to date
brand information.
“Myagi gives us (the retailer)
and our brand partners, the means
to distribute, evaluate and evolve
branded product information,
which helps keep Intersport staff
at the cutting edge of retail
development.
“By delivering an exceptional
experience, we develop face-toface relationships that keep people
coming back to the physical store
to seek our advice, as the experts.
We have seen a clear relationship
between products that are included
in the Myagi training and a sales
uplift and we’re very happy with

the results thus far.”
Myagi developed their online
learning platform, which is a simple
app to download and set up, to help
sales associates master the
customer experience. How sales
associates interact with learning
has changed over the years - faceto-face training is timely, expensive
inconsistent and infrequent. Myagi
can be used by all staff, in their own
time, on their own devices.

This simplicity is part of the
products’ success, as anyone, brand,
retailer and sales associate can
access the network, at any time.
For an extended version
of this report and to view a
video of Tom Foley, general
manager of Intersport UK
and Ireland, talk about the
new partnership visit the
Sports Insight website
www.sports-insight.co.uk
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JD SPORTS IN
MERGER PLANS

JD Sports is set to merge
its Spanish and Portuguese
businesses with Sport Zone.
The company has agreed
a Memorandum of
Understanding with Sonae, the
owners of Sport Zone that sets
out the basis for a combination
of the JD Group's existing
businesses in Spain and
Portugal, JD Sprinter Holdings
(JD Sprinter), with the Sport
Zone business of Sonae.
This MOM establishes the key
parameters for the creation
of an Iberian Sports Retail
Group ('Iberian Group') that
will have as shareholders
the JD Group, Sonae and the
family shareholders of JD
Sprinter, with shareholdings
of approximately 50 per cent,
30 per cent and 20 per cent,
respectively.
A statement from the company
said: “Sonae and JD Sprinter
have a deep knowledge of
sports retail in Portugal and
Spain and both will play a key
role in the future strategic and
operational management of
the Iberian Group.
“With an estimated combined
turnover over €450 million
and a store network of 287
stores , the Iberian Group will
become the second largest
Iberian Sports Retailer and
will generate further scale,
momentum and resources to
continue the current growth of
the JD Group.”
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Muc-Off and Backcountry
Lifeline join forces
Muc-Off, the bike care
specialist brand, and
Backcountry Lifeline have
partnered up to provide
mountain bikers with the
knowledge on how to stay
safe on the trail.
The Colorado-based
initiative, which was founded
in August 2015, equips riders
and event organizers with the
knowledge needed to prepare for
potentially fatal emergencies
that can be encountered while
riding a mountain bike.
Bonnie McDonald,
co-founder and chief happiness
officer at BCLL, said: The MucOff team has been supportive,

enthusiastic and incredibly fun to
work with from day one. There’s
a great synergy between the
companies: they are committed to
providing products to keep your
bike on the trails, while we are
committed to providing first aid
training to keep you on the trails.
It’s a perfect partnership.”
Muc-Off will make its entire
cleaning product range available
to BCLL for use during its
classes and demonstrations.
The company will also
provide samples of its Nano Tech
Bike Cleaner, Bio Drivetrain
Cleaner and C3 Wet Lubricant
for all BCLL participants.
Alex Trimnell, managing

director of Muc-Off, said: “We’re
incredibly excited to partner with
the BCLL. It’s easy to forget when
you’re out crushing a trail with
your friends that the sport we love
can sometimes end in tragedy.
“That’s why it’s so important
to support companies like
the BCLL and make the
knowledge on how to deal with
an emergency more accessible
to riders. We’re proud to assist

BCLL in its quest to empower
riders to ride safely.”
BCLL was founded in 2015,
following the fatal crash of the
experienced mountain bike
rider, Will Olson.
The company holds trainings
and events throughout the year
where it teaches riders, coaches
and event organizers the crucial
first aid, CPR and emergency
planning skills needed for the trail.

Promote PR teams up with Polar
Polar has appointed Promote
PR to manage consumer and
trade public relations and
sports marketing in the UK.
Lucy Johnson, marketing
director at Polar, said: “Promote
were the obvious choice for us
with their breadth of experience
in both grassroots and elite sport,
coupled with their knowledge and
connections across the fitness sector.

“The agency’s passion for
sport is evident. It’s no surprise
that with over two decades
specialising in this field, their
relationships with relevant
media, influencers, event
organisers and key associations
are so very impressive.”
Sue Anstiss, Promote’s
managing director, said: “With
triathletes, runners, cyclists and

former sports scientists in our
team, Polar is understandably a bit
of a ‘dream client’ for the agency.
“We’re incredibly proud to add
the Polar brand to our portfolio of
clients in sport and fitness. We’re
already enjoying working with
the UK team as we plan for an
incredibly exciting year ahead for
Polar with a host of new product
launches in the pipeline.”
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NEW RETAIL PLATFORM
brings best of British to Thailand

Launching June 2017, iTS COOLER is set to become the online
shopping destination of choice for Thai and Expat shoppers
with sports and fitness clothing, technology and training
products a key category for the new platform.

iTS COOLER
SEEKS SPORTS
INDUSTRY AGENTS
iTS COOLER

is in the process of building a strong network of
experienced, self-motivated individuals who are currently
working or have very recently worked as a sales agent
or representative for mid-high end sports and lifestyle
brands. Successful applicants will have a proven track
record of selling brands into retail, and be keen to explore
the opportunity to either establish a new income stream
or enhance an existing one by maximising the income and
earning potential that iTS COOLER offers.

iTS COOLER

will work alongside you to help you develop and
build a strong and lasting business model, provide you
with marketing materials to support you in that aim,
plus you will have access to fully automated dashboards
to monitor your earnings in real time.
online and mobile technology
to enable shoppers to purchase
international brands in an easy,
stress-free transaction that is
reliable, reputable and in their
own language.”

Opportunity for brands

H

ome to 68 million people,
Thailand, aka the ‘land of
smiles’, is experiencing
a sustained and rapidly
increasing shopping boom, and is
currently Asia’s fastest growing
market outside of China.
Spencer Sharpe (pictured),
iTS COOLER’s CEO, said: “Thai
millennials in particular have a
huge and currently unsatisfied
appetite for Western products,
which until now, they’ve found
difficult or impossible to purchase.
That’s all set to change with the
arrival of iTS COOLER.
“As Thailand’s newest and
most innovative online shopping
portal, we will open up an
unrivalled choice of mid-premium
products to Thai shoppers from
the UK, Europe and the USA.
“Our aim is to give Thai
consumers the best online
experience whilst browsing
our online department store.
The custom designed and built
site utilizes sophisticated

“We can offer sports brands costeffective, fast, easy and simple
access to the lucrative Thai
consumer market without the
usual market entry headaches and
cost implications resulting from
language barriers, transactional
fees, unauthorized discounting
and logistical problems that are
often associated with exporting to
Asia,” adds Spencer.
The site has already attracted
strong interest from some key
global brands who have verbally
confirmed their intention to join,
having already identified the
very real and exceptionally userfriendly opportunities the platform
has to offer and solutions it
presents to many of the logistical,
payment and language barriers
they have previously experienced
when looking to trade in SE Asia.
Brands can list on the site
from as little as £550 for Gold
entry level membership while top-

tier Platinum membership at only
£1,200 allows unlimited product
listings with the option to display
their own contact information and
drive iTS COOLER’s customers
direct to their own brand website
as an alternative shopping option.
iTS COOLER gives brands
the tools they need to retail and
promote their products in a
highly user-friendly and simplistic
way that enables them to control
their own pricing, see exactly what
ROI they are getting and how much
traffic their listings are receiving.
A key aspect of the site will
enable brands to promote their
products by uploading image and
video content to highlight specific
products in relevant categories in
advance to capture the site’s peak
visiting times by using the site’s
built-in scheduler to pre-book
advertising slots by specific hours,
days, demographic and geographic
location for minimum outlay.
As Sharpe concludes: “iTS
COOLER delivers a multi-lingual,
multi-currency gateway that
works seamlessly for both our
end-users in Thailand and our
member brands. Simply put, it’s
the coolest shopping experience
from selection to delivery.”

The Bangkok Post recently reported that e-commerce in
Thailand alone ‘is estimated to reach US$51 billion by 2025,
up from today’s $1 billion. In the past year alone,
its e-commerce market grew by up to 20% to 240 billion baht.

The role, which can be full or part-time is offered
on a freelance, self-employed basis with the potential
for monthly income earnings of £550-£2,750 and up
to £150k in three years.

iTS COOLER

offers an attractive three-part commission structure with
earnings payable on memberships, brand advertising and
product sales that can create a year-on-year accruing
revenue stream. Additionally, iTS COOLER plans to expand
into other SE Asian markets presenting an even greater
earning potential and incentive to join the team early on.
The iTS COOLER commission structure offers:

10%

commission on all new and renewal memberships

10%

commission on all retail banner advertisements

2%

commission on all retail sales

Ongoing repeat commission
to build a growing business income
Bonuses up to £100k

iTS COOLER

agents will be authorised to entice brands with a threemonth membership trial to help demonstrate the
opportunity and help them get on board.
Brand and agent enquiries:
iTS COOLER, itscooler.asia, hello@itscooler.asia, 020 8123 7267

@SportsInsightUK
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ESCAPE FITNESS LAUNCHES
ESCAPE YOUR LIMITS APP

Scottish Hockey renews
partnership with Byte Sports
Sports equipment supplier
Byte Sports has renewed
its partnership with
Scottish Hockey.
Byte Sports, Scottish
Hockey’s preferred training
equipment provider, has agreed
to provide a range of training
equipment and accessories until
December 2020, including
training balls, bibs, knee pads and
gloves used for performance
training purposes.
Byte will continue to sponsor

and provide prizes for “Most
Valuable Player” (MVP) awards
at their youth events on an
annual basis.
Support will also be given to
Scottish Hockey by the organisation
in creating and sourcing Scottish
Hockey merchandise.
Scottish Hockey CEO David
Sweetman, said: “For many years
Byte has backed Scottish Hockey
and provided great depth of
knowledge and expertise in
hockey equipment. I very much

look forward to working together
with Byte in the coming years and
growing our relationship further.”
Billy McPherson, Byte Sports’
managing director, said: “I am
delighted to extend our partnership
with Scottish hockey and look
forward to working closely with all
the national coaches.
“We are passionate about
hockey in Scotland and our aim is
to develop products that will
assist the performance of players
at all levels within the sport.”

Head signs long-term contract
with teenager Taylor Fritz
Head has signed US tennis
player, Taylor Fritz.
The 19-year-old is one of the
biggest prospects on the ATP tour
and is also the youngest American
to reach an ATP final since 1989.
Fritz said: “I have been part of
Head’s program for years so I know
exactly what they can do for me to
go the distance, especially now that
I have turned pro. Their products
are top-notch and I feel extremely
comfortable to step onto the court
with my Head racquet.”
Following a successful end to

his junior career, where in 2015
he reached at least the quarterfinal of all four Junior Grand Slam
tournaments, won the boys’ singles
title at the US Open, and was named
the ITF Junior World Champion;
Fritz turned pro in October 2015.
In a breakout 2016, the now
19-year-old, cracked the Top 100
for the first time, made his first
ATP final, and was named the 2016
ATP Star of Tomorrow.
Taylor uses the Head Graphene
XT Radical series.
Created with the versatile all-

13

court player in mind, the series
features the innovative Graphene
XT Technology.
It allows an even better
distribution of weight from the shaft
to the tip and grip, which results in
more power and an improved energy
transfer for a faster game.

Escape Fitness is launching its first Escape your Limits App to
motivate and help users more fully incorporate functional fitness
training into their workout schedules anytime, anywhere.
Available in March, as a free download through Apple IOS
and Android, Escape designed the app to provide the gym goer,
personaltrainer, or at-home enthusiast access to key workouts and
exercises to help them get the most out of their Escape Fitness
equipment. The app demonstrates how to perform specific exercises
plus provides workouts to achieve core improvement, strength,
HIIT and weight loss goals.
The Escape Your Limits App lets users choose individual exercises
or entire workout regimens performed by Escape Fitness trainers that
include Escape’s Corebag, Sandbag, Multi Grip Medball, Bulgarian Bag,
CMT, GRIPR, Plyometric Boxes, Kettlebell, VERTBALL, Battle Rope,
Bars and Plates, and TIYR. Additional exercise options and workout
routines beyond those offered for free can
be purchased in-app.
Matthew Januszek, Escape Fitness
co-founder, said: “Escape has always
been about motivating the athlete
within. Going beyond one’s perceived
limits. That means really getting
the most out of every workout and
every piece of equipment. But, unlike
traditional cardio and strength
equipment, functional equipment
really does require know-how
to maximise effectiveness.
“The Escape Your Limits App
provides engaging teaching tools to
motivate users wherever they are in the
world, so they can effectively perform
their favourite workout routines with
their favourite functional equipment
without missing a beat.”
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Battle Oats to sponsor Total Warrior extreme events
Battle Oats, the rapidly
growing nutrition brand which
specialises in gluten-free high
protein bars, will sponsor
Total Warrior’s extreme sports
events across Scotland and the
north of England this summer,
five years after the company’s
founders first took on the mudfilled obstacle race themselves.
The three-year-old sports
nutrition brand, that sold over one
million bars to customers in 2016,
landed the deal as the nutrition
sponsor of the national series of
extreme events. Since launching,
Battle Oats has grown into a
leading brand available through
health stores, independent gyms
and climbing walls throughout
the UK. The company also
has distribution in Ireland,

Netherlands and Kuwait and now
exports to over ten countries.
Battle Oats will supply 20,000
protein snack bars to participants
at the Total Warrior events at
Bramham Park, Leeds (June 24-25);
Shap in the Lake District (August
5-6); and Edinburgh (September
16-17) as part of the deal.
Hull-based entrepreneurs
Kevin Smith and Shaun Gibbins,
who founded the business in 2014,
participated in an early Total
Warrior 10k in the Lake District
back in 2012, just before Battle
Oats was conceived, and they
have been keen to support the
increasingly popular events.
Adam Dickinson, director of
Total Warrior, said: “It’s fantastic
to be joining forces with Battle
Oats. Having supported our events

as participants themselves over the
years, they really understand what
we’re all about, which is really
important for our partnership.
With challenging 10km and
10-mile courses comprising 30
obstacles each, I’m sure that our
participants will really appreciate
a high protein bar to help them
battle through to the finish line.”
Kevin Smith, of Battle
Oats, said: “Both Shaun and I
love sports and taking on new
challenges, I’ve taken part in
endurance cycle rides and trekked
to Mount Everest Base Camp in
2006, while Shaun is a crossfit
enthusiast, so when the craze for
obstacle racing started, we were
keen to give Total Warrior a try.
“The courses really are
gruelling and push even the
fittest athletes to their limits as I
found out when I took part in the
event again last year. We’re really
pleased to have teamed up with
Total Warrior and our four-strong
office team will be taking part in
this year’s Lake District event.
“We’ve really benefited from
the trend for ‘food on the go’ as well
as the increased interest in healthy
lifestyles with more focus on natural
products and exercise driving
demand for high protein snacks. The
business is going from strength to
strength and we have some exciting
plans for the year ahead.”

New Up & Running Store
opens in Birmingham
Birmingham is Up & Running again with the relocation
of the specialist running store now complete at the newly
renovated Grand Hotel, Colmore Row.
The new store, in the heart of the city centre, will be a hub for
runners from all over the city with its weekly Social Run Group and
their involvement with many local events.
In this exciting year, which sees the first Birmingham
International Marathon in October, hosted by the Great Run
Company, Up & Running are looking forward to welcoming new
and old customers to their store and giving service standards that
are second to none.
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What are the

MARATHON
ESSENTIALS
for the modern runner?

W

Fiona Bugler looks at race day
essentials for anyone taking on the
task of running 26.2 miles this Spring

hat do you need to run
a marathon? Apart
from a steely resolve
and a modicum of masochism.
It's no longer the case of pulling
on your old pair of trainers, a tee
shirt and a pair of shorts you had
tucked away in drawer for years.
Science has moved in and
technological advances have been
made in all kinds of equipment.
So what are those who are
about to line up for their big race
looking for these days?

Shoes

Although some runners like to
run barefoot, most need shoes –

especially for the marathon. You
should have already worn your
trainers in around four to six
weeks before the big day. Every
runner is different but for the
majority, there’s a need for some
cushioning, a light ride, and some
key technology features to help
protect your best assets!
SI Selects: 361° SENSATION 2,
£109.99
New to the market is the Japanese
brand 361. Their offering 361°
SENSATION 2 delivers on the key
attributes you would expect from a
good, high-mileage, running shoe,
and that you get, from other leading

brands, such as Asics, as they
deliver on comfort, rebound and
hence performance. Key features
include a full-length QU!KFOAM in
the top layer of the sole to cushion
each foot strike and a breathable
Air Mesh upper. The 361SENSATION 2 also comes with
stability in arch and is suitable for
runners who over pronate.

GPS Watch

A survey by, TCS, the London
Marathon’s tech partner found
82 per cent of runners used
fitness technology, including
smartphone apps, fitness trackers
and wearable devices. ‘Watch’ is

@SportsInsightUK
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Training abroad
- is it all just one
big holiday?
TIA chair Mel Berry looks at
the business of training

an old-fashioned term to describe
the mini-computer you’ll need on
your wrist to measure (amongst
other things): time over distance;
mile splits; average pace; elevation;
heart rate; and to help others track
how you did during and after the
race using online apps and sites
such as, Strava or Garmin Connect.
SI Selects: Garmin Forerunner
35 £169.99, www.garmin.com
The latest device from Garmin,
is an easy-to-use GPS running
watch with great features – live
tracking; smart notifications;
music controls and connection to
online training partner, Garmin
Connect – and a great price. It
comes with a wrist-based heart
rate monitor that can monitor
your heart all day and night.

Getting there

Travelling to and from the big
day requires the carrying of kit,
nutrition, phones, keys, cash.
SI Selects: 2XU Speed Backpack,
£65, www.2xu.co.uk.
Featuring padded adjustable
straps and a contoured back panel
so you can use it for running when
you’re back training.
TIP: Pre-race clothes
An early spring morning can be very
cold. Bring old clothes to keep you
warm at the start. Wrap up in layers
of old race T-shirts, Sweatshirts,
your baggy old tracksuit bottoms –
or a binliner. You will have time to
drop some clothes off at bag drop,
but in most big city races, expect to
have up to two-hours between bag
drop and race.
RACE: The right clothes
After a winter of training in cold and
dark and rain and wind, the third
week in April can be a surprise, and

may be your first long run in hotter
conditions. In 2007 the temperature
at the London Marathon soared to
27.5°C and many paid the price, with
a reported 73 people being admitted
to hospital.
Chafe-free clothing with
ventilation, and UV protection are
ideal. A vest/tee-shirt and shorts/
capris pants are best. A sports bra
is an essential item for a woman.
In addition, you may need a
hat, possibly sunglasses (but only
if you’re used to running with
them) – and if it’s cold gloves and
arm warmers. And don’t forget to
opt for a good sock or compression
guard designed for running long.
SI Selects: Saucony’s Run Lux
Short, £35, www.saucony.co.uk
Shorts with chafe-free seams,
waterproof zippered storage
pocket, and mesh panels such as
these are ideal.
Ceramicool Pro Baselayer
Shirt, £35, www.odlo.co.uk
Combination of Ceramicool
technology and intelligent Mesh
positioning for optimal climate
ventilation.
Mizuno Women’s Phenix Printed
Square 4.0, £32, www.mizuno.eu
Lightweight shorts, with softtouch
inner brief and stretch woven
outer shell fabric, zipper pocket for
storage and interior drawcord for
secure fit during runs.
dhb Women's Marl Run
Singlet, £16, www.wiggle.co.uk
The dhb Women's Marl Run
Singlet is stylish and lightweight.

Accessories

SI Selects: FlipBelt, http://
flipbelt.co.uk/, from £25
Carry marathon essential on-therun nutrition in the form of gels

or sweets – and if you think you
might have some time at the finish
you could even fit your phone and
some cash in there, too.

Clips and Pins

Attach safety pins to your shirt,
or pin them on the inside of your
bag, so they don’t get lost, or better
still pin your number on the night
before. Or try the award-winning,
Event Clip, £3.99 for a pack of
four, http://www.eventclip.
net/, which allows you to snap and
lock your number to your shirt.
For those sore bits Vaseline
(www.vaseline.co.uk) has been
around of a long time and the
petroleum jelly can help prevent
chafing – don’t forget nipples,
under the arms, between the
legs! If you suffer from runner’s
trots, a one-off Immodium tablet
(http://www.imodium.co.uk/)
before the race can help prevent
embarrassment and discomfort as
you run. Blister Prevention Blisters
in a marathon can make the whole
experience painful. Avoid taking
ibuprofen to mask any aches or
pains, as recent research has found
negative effects, including the
slowing down of healing.

Fuel before during
and after

Drink a 500ml energy drink just
before you hit the start – if your
bladder can take it, it’ll give you
an energy boost. For most big
city races, gels and drinks are
provided, so try the brand before
to see if it agrees with you. At the
Virgin London Marathon, it’s
Lucozade Sport drink, available
at miles five, 10, 15, 19 and 23
and Lucozade Sport Carbo Gel
stations can be found on The
Highway at miles 14 and 21.5.
If you remember pack a
recovery drink Try SIS Rego, or For

It seems that many of us love to
head abroad for a training camp in
the winter/spring and sometimes
the summer months. As chair of the
Triathlon Industry Association
www.triathlonindustryassociation.org
it has been interesting to see if the
perceived popularity has generated into ££.
The last TIA survey that was completed
in April 2016 looked at the market in 2015
versus 2014. This indicated that training camps were up 24 per cent
year on year. This growth appeared to mirror an uplift in the amount
spent on coaching, which also saw a healthy double-digit uplift.
Five category areas were ahead of the total UK market growth
figure of +15 per cent in 2015. These were respectively
coaching, accessories, events/travel, sports nutrition and bikes. In
2015, all categories saw growth. A proportion of this uplift
was driven by a rise in triathlete numbers. In parallel, the rate
of spend by existing triathletes was pivotal. This included areas
such as increased spending in coaching, event travel and
accommodation and the rise of product categories such as
power meters, turbo trainers, compression, run shoes and nutrition.
So, what about this years figures in light of Brexit? Initial data
from the current, live, TIA survey indicates a similar proportion of
triathletes attending training camps in the 2016 survey, so please
help us to shape the sport of triathlon and fill out the survey
https://www.research.net/r/UK_multisport_survey_2016q
before it closes in April.
That’s hard fact but what about why do we do it? For me it’s a
must every year and as a lover of the sun, someone who loves to
spend time with friends and drink wine!
My first camp (as they are called) was to France and Les Stables
www.les-stables.com that is owned by Mark Shaw and Sibs
Anderson, who I have known for many years. What a great offer
they have and having upped sticks from Nottingham and wanting a
real-life change, they decided to buy an 18th Century stables that
serviced the Chateau and convert the facility into not just a venue
for triathlon training but also for relaxation and contemplation.
And it has great pizzas, wine and a dog called Bon Bon.
But my love of swimming is always with me and several years ago,
having discovered Mallorca by bike I made my first appearance at BEST
Fest www.bestopenwater.com a seven day open water festival and
the discovery of the BEST Centre www.bestswimcentre.com. I have
to say you can’t beat Mallorca as a training destination.
So why does it all work? Yes, sun is a great pull but good
coaching is critical and as a level 2 triathlon coach I love getting the
best out of people. And we know this has been a growth area in
terms of spend as mentioned earlier for the industry.
One of the coaching partners at the BEST Centre are Swim
Smooth www.swimsmooth.com which was founded by Swim
Smooth head coach Paul Newsome and Adam Young. They have
done a very good job in normalising swimming with an overriding
goal to raise the standard of swimming coaching and the level of
knowledge available to amateur swimmers and triathletes around
the world. And a mantra..'The World Needs Better Swimming' you
can’t go wrong hey? But it’s a great business model in what can be a
very cluttered market in both swimming and triathlon.
Goodness Shakes or Cherry Active.
You don’t even have to make it up
if you’re worried about mess, just
put the powder in a bottle or take a
sachet and add water at the end. Try
to drink it as quickly after you finish
as you can. Eat solid food as soon as
you can and stay hydrated for the
next 24 hours.

Recovery gear

SI Selects: You will have lots of
micro tears after the marathon
– and you will ache! Putting on
fresh compression clothing,

for example, 2XU’s Refresh
Recovery Compression Tights,
£89, www.2xu.co.uk, will help
promote blood flow for faster
recovery and return to form.
For longer recovery,
compression specialists Stamner
Hammer have a range of clothing
that can be worn under work
clothes, as well as when training.
Oofos Recovery SHOES, from
£40, https://www.oofos.co.uk/,
offer reassuring comfort as they
mould your feet, and let them
breathe at the end of the race.
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CELEBRATES
HAT-TRICK
OF AWARDS

A sports equipment retailer
has secured a spot on a coveted
league table ranking the UK
businesses with the best
international sales, the third
major accolade it has received
in a matter of months.
Wrexham-based Net World
Sports has rocketed into 43rd
position in the latest annual
Sunday Times Lloyds SME
Export Track 100 list, which
ranks the small and mediumsized (SME) companies with
the fastest-growing
international sales over the
last two years.
The firm is the only business
from North Wales and third
highest-ranked of just four in
total from Wales to make the
cut on this year’s run-down.
Exports accounted for £6.9
million of Net World Sports’
total sales in 2016, more than
half its annual revenue of
nearly £13 million, with
continued growth in key
international markets the
United States and Australia
complemented by solid trade
with continental Europe,
Canada, and New Zealand,
plus outstanding year-onyear growth in the UK.
The SME Export Track 100
success follows hot on the
heels of the company, which
sells more than 100,000 of its
own-brand FORZA football
goals a year, being placed 45th
in the latest annual Sunday
Times Virgin Fast Track 100
of Britain’s fastest-growing
privately-owned businesses,
as well as it reaching the finals
of the prestigious Lloyds Bank
National Business Awards
back in November.
In further positive news,
January saw Net World Sports
finalise a multi-million pound
purchase of its premises on
Wrexham Industrial Estate.
The deal nearly trebled office
and warehouse space from
50,000 square foot to 120,000
square foot, and forms a
crucial part of the company’s
ambitious plans to nearly
double revenues to more than
£20 million and grow its team
from around 65 to more than
100 by the end of the current
financial year.
Alex Lovén, Managing Director
of Net World Sports, said: “As a
business we’ve never set limits
to our ambitions or boundaries,
we’ve always operated with a
truly global vision. For us to
continue recording such
exceptional export growth
during what have been
uncertain trading times is
testament to the
incredible work of
our growing
team.

Getting it right online in the outdoor retail market
The outdoor retail market
has seen an overall online
growth of 27.45 per cent in
the last year, a new study into
its performance has revealed.
The Outdoor Retail Digital
Insight Report, produced by
leading digital agency Inside
Online, examined the top 32
websites within this competitive
UK retail market.
Overall, 2016 was a
progressive year for many in the
sector. According to Ibis World,
improving consumer confidence
and rising household income
over much of the past five years
have supported solid revenue
growth. However, demand for
sporting goods and participation
in activities have generally been
volatile and subject to
international sporting events
such as the Olympics.
Furthermore, competition from
non-specialist retailers has
expanded. As a result, industry
operators have reduced prices
with constraining margins.
When it comes to retailer
searches, it’s established brands
who dominate. When looking at

search activity over recent
years up to January 2017, it
was Ellis-Brigham, Millets
and Snow & Rock all came
out on top in this area.
While this may not be
unexpected, what is surprising is
that Snow & Rock has had a 21
per cent decrease in year-onyear visibility. In contrast, Tiso,
Go Outdoors and Simply Hike all
enjoyed substantial growth.
The website that saw the
most growth in 2016 was
Outdoor Look, with a 1,206 per
cent increase in searches during
the year. One of the worst
performing in this respect was
Mountain Warehouse, which
saw a 59 per cent decrease.
There are a number of sites
in this market that are
underperforming organically.
These sites include Outwell,
Ultralight Outdoor Gear and
Attwoolls. In a lot of these cases,
organic visibility is limited by
poor onsite optimisation and
poor long-tail strategies.
One company that is right on
the money when it comes to
digital strategy is Go Outdoors,

one of the UK’s largest online
outdoor retailers. The company
was recently acquired by JD
Sports. It has not only seen a
year-on-year increase in
visibility, but also shows the
highest authority of linking
domains, outperforming fellow
heavyweights Mountain
Warehouse and Decathlon.
The sites with the greatest
social influence are Columbia,
Kathmandu and Go Outdoors.
Columbia boasts the most
Facebook votes, while
Kathmandu has the most
Pinterest followers and Go
Outdoors the most Instagram
followers. As social influence is
starting to affect search engines
more over time, it is more
important than ever to maintain
an active page.
The report also looked at
content performance, with a
specific focus on the most
engaging content produced by
the top brands. Columbia comes
out on top again in this aspect,
with its blog posts performing
particularly well on Facebook.
Other high flyers include

Cotswold Outdoor (whose
Knowledge section does
especially well on Twitter), Go
Outdoors, Decathlon and Blacks.
For more information on its
findings, please contact
marketing manager Hatty
Scaramanga at Inside Online on
01244 5564518.

WFSGI open up the RSI

Mizuno becomes official sportswear
partner of British Rowing
Mizuno has become the Official
Sportswear Partner of British
Rowing for the next four years.
This is the first major
sportswear deal of its kind for
British Rowing, providing a
strategic partnership that will
support all areas of rowing, from
grassroots to high performance.
The GB Rowing Team will
train and compete in specially
manufactured and adapted
Mizuno sportswear.
The new GB rowing kit will
include a brand new and exclusive
high performance all-in-one,
newly designed gym training kit,
off-the-water teamwear and a
range of accessories.
Mizuno will also be supplying
kit for the wider organisation in
order to support British Rowing’s
strategic objectives.
Aligned to this, an official range
of replica kit will be produced for
the first time and sold online, and at
events, later this year.
To support grassroots
participation, Mizuno will also
be creating a new range of rowing
club kit for schools, universities
and community clubs.
The strength of the partnership
between the two internationally
recognised brands comes from a

shared heritage of high performance,
success and innovation.
The new deal runs until
December 2020 and, throughout
the partnership, Mizuno will
invest significantly in research and
development of on-water rowing kit
to support British Rowing’s worldleading Olympic and Paralympic
high performance programmes.
Kenny Baillie, director of
partnerships and communications
at British Rowing said: “Very few
national governing bodies secure
long-term partnerships with
major international sportswear
companies. It is testament to our
world-class athletes, coaches
and support staff as well as the
strength of rowing across the
country that Mizuno has chosen
to partner with British Rowing.
Kit is a crucial part of an athlete’s
performance and we are confident
that partnering with Mizuno will
enable us to continue to find ways
to make the boats go faster.”
Rob Henderson, head of UK
marketing for Mizuno added:
“Like British Rowing we
will never stop pushing and we
are looking forward to the next
four years with great enthusiasm
and with a high expectation of
achievement.”

The World Federation of the
Sporting Goods Industry
(WFSGI) is opening up the
Responsible Sport Initiative
(RSI), a platform that helps
sporting goods companies to
efficiently implement unified
corporate and social
responsibility standards.
The RSI was launched last
year at the initiative of bicycle
companies in the WFSGI, and
this year the federation is
encouraging companies from
other sectors of the sporting
goods industry to take part. “We
see huge potential for sports
companies to work together, to
sustainably promote and
monitor corporate and social
responsibility standards
throughout the industry,” says
Marc Magnus, trade and
corporate responsibility
manager at the WFSGI.
The RSI functions with a
system of audit-sharing that
makes it more practical and
affordable for companies to
thoroughly check the
compliance of their suppliers.
The audits are conducted by
independent, third-party audit
service providers approved by
the RSI, working with standards
that are aligned with the WFSGI
Code of Conduct.
The audit-sharing leans on
Fair Factories Clearinghouse
(FFC), a platform created by a
non-profit and membershipbased software provider. FFC
runs an online service where
members may find audits of
their suppliers conducted by
other (unidentified) members.

However, the RSI has created
its own system within the FFC
and it pro-actively creates
links between companies
that are planning audits at
the same factories.
As Magnus explains, RSI
requests participants to compile a
list of their planned audits twice
per year. It then conducts an
overlap assessment and provides
the participants with a list of their
factories where other companies
are considering audits. This
allows the participants to
re-evaluate their audit list, in
order to take more advantage of
shared initiatives.
The system developed
efficiently with bicycle companies
last year is that RSI appoints a
“lead brand” for each of the
shared audits. This lead brand is
the factory’s contact for any
corrective plan and it has an
obligation to share the results of
the corrective actions.
The audit costs are split
equally between the companies
that agreed to share the audit.
Exchanges on audit-sharing,
the results of audits and corrective
measures are all communicated on
the RSI platform. Participants
may also use the FFC as their
in-house IT solution to manage
their supply chain beyond the
audit-sharing feature.
“The entire system helps
companies to save money and
human resources, and to reduce
audit-fatigue among their
suppliers,” said Erik van der Hout,
Chair of the RSI Steering
Committee and CSR Manager of
the Accell Group.
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AfterShokz team up with scottishathletics
AfterShokz has entered into a
new partnership with
scottishathletics.
Following the success of
its current partnership with
England Athletics, this latest
association will further promote
scottishathletics’ efforts to
encourage safe running
amongst professional and
enthusiast athletes.
In addition, it will also see
scottishathletics provide
exclusive offers (via email) on
AfterShokz’s range of sports
headphones to members of both
scottishathletics and jogscotland.
Fully approved for use in all
road races under the UK Athletics

rules of competition, AfterShokz’s
bone conducting headphones are
available from £49.95 and in a
range of different colours.
All AfterShokz headphones
have a two-year warranty and
have won a number of
international design awards.
Mark Munro, CEO of
scottishathletics said: “Both
scottishathletics and AfterShokz
are passionate about getting more
people participating in running
and athletics. Whether taking
part in events, running solo or
running socially with others, it’s
key that their experience is safe
and enjoyable.
“We recognise that many of

our participants across track and
field and running enjoy listening
to music while warming up or
competing, so partnering with the
number one bone conducting
headphone brand means that we
can better ensure their safety.
“The UK Athletics’ rules of
competition are clear that ‘in ear’
headphones cannot be used in
events where roads are open to
traffic. Using bone conduction
technology, AfterShokz is able to
deliver stereophonic sound
through your cheekbones to the
inner ear. Potentially preventing
accidents caused by traditional
headphones and earbuds that
block out sounds, the products
now ensure runners can enjoy
their music and still hear
everything around them including traffic, emergency
vehicles and other warning noises.
“At scottishathletics and
jogscotland, we are really looking
forward to working in partnership
over the coming months to
promote safe running in events to
our members.”
Kim Fabiano, chief marketing
officer at AfterShokz, said:
“Our goal is to give people a
comfortable and safe listening
experience whilst playing sport
and this relationship will help
runners continue to train and
race with music.”
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DUNCAN SCOTT AND CHLOE
TUTTON DIVE IN WITH SPEEDO
Speedo has signed British swimmers Duncan Scott and
Chloe Tutton to Team Speedo.
At just 19 years old, Stirling-based Scott is already a two-time
Olympic silver medallist, having earned medals in the 4x200
freestyle and 4x100 medley relay in the 2016 Rio Olympic Games.
In 2015, he won his first World Championship gold as part
of the men’s 4x200m freestyle relay team and is currently the
male British record holder in the men’s 100m freestyle with a
time of 48.01.
Scott said: “I am excited and humbled to be a part of
Team Speedo which has always been home to the top swimmers
in the world.”
Cardiff-born, 20-year-old Chloe Tutton has already had a
promising start to her career, having finished fourth in the
Women’s 200m Breaststroke in last year’s Olympic Games,
just 0.06 seconds off a podium finish.
In the European Championships 2016, Tutton claimed
bronze in the Women's 100 Breaststroke in London and was
part of the golden Women's
4x100 Medley relay team.
She also secured Bronze at
World Short Course
championships 2016
in Canada.
Tutton said: “I have
worn Speedo race suits
from my very first race
when I was eight years
old until my Olympic
finals last year. I love the
quality, fit and reliability
of the swimwear, and
competing in Speedo
makes me inspired, alive
and confident.”
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The place to source all your products and services

Freedom ISO

Byte range 2017/18

Nathan Visibility

2UNDR pants
perfection

Saucony’s most innovative running
experience to date in the form of
the Freedom ISO, with the first ever
full-length EVERUN midsole. The
Freedom ISO delivers more energy
with every stride.
The first ever full-length
EVERUN midsole.

Byte hockey’s sales team are currently
showing the new 2017/18 range. The
range has been completely revamped with
three new sticks ranges, a much-improved
luggage range and a wider choice of gloves
and shin-guards. If you would like to view
their new products please contact them on
the details below.

Effective lighting worn on
multiple points of the body
allows runners to see the path ahead
and be seen by others. The Run
Longer Series features powerful
headlamps and hand torches that
light up the trails and roads, and even
communicate to drivers.
Every runner needs a safety plan

0800 206 1491
www.sauconyb2b.eu
sauconyuk@wwwinc.com

01382 564290
info@bytesports.com
www.bytesports.com

0844 811 2001
trade@2pure.co.uk
www.2pure.co.uk

03333 583 151
sales@eurozonebrands.com
www.2undr.eu

Aqua Sphere
triathlon wet suits

Keep fresh
on the long run

PureLime

Zoggs Water
Wing Vest

Aqua Sphere has quality triathlon wet
suits for all levels of triathlete and
open water swimmer, from beginner
to elite, incorporating innovative
features and premium construction
quality. Trusted by triathletes and
Great Swim participants.

HILLY has a range of socks to keep feet
fresh during marathon season. Ideal for
training and putting in the miles and
for race day itself, the Marathon Fresh
range of socks can handle it. Available in
Socklet, Anklet and Compression lengths,
the Marathon Fresh socks are treated
with Polygiene anti-odour.

01254 692200
martin.newton@aqualung.uk
www.aquasphereswim.com/uk

0161 366 5020
sales@hillysocks.com
www.hillysocks.com

PureLime is the dedicated women’s
athleisure, active and tennis brand.
They use pure crisp Danish design
in modern technical fabrics to create
garments that are feminine, fashionable,
functional with a superb fit. Our clothes
always reflect a woman’s priorities to
look good but still perform. PureLime
Danish athleisure and activewear

01697 742 711
martinhudson@purelime.com
www.purelime.com

2UNDR, the premium, technical and high
performance sports underwear brand,
which has taken the US and Canada by
storm, is now available in the UK.
They feature the Joey Pouch for
ultimate comfort and fit – think base
layer, think compression.
Ultimate comfort and fit.

Highly recommended by children,
parents and swim teachers, the Water
Wing Vest is perfect for developing water
confidence. The fixed float jacket, super
soft arms and strategically sewn in
floats place children in the correct swim
position, while providing freedom of
movement in their arms.

01276 489089
cs@zoggs.com
www.zoggs.com
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Maverick X Wetsuits

No wetsuit has ever liberated swimmers from the restriction of a
full wetsuit like the Maverick X. The result is faster, unrestricted
swimming with better mechanics, less effort and no shoulder strain.
The revolutionary Arms-Up construction liberated triathletes to
swim without restriction. www.roka.com

The Ignis family

Mac in a Sac Ultra

Makura Sport have recently
launched the Ignis Convertible
which is available in two sizes
and three colours, it has all the
attributes of the Ignis Pro plus the
ability to be used with or without a
strap for helmeted sports.

New for S/S 2017 the highly breathable
(10,000gsm), water repellent and
windproof Ultra jacket is designed for
high activity. Using VaporLite, Tefloncoated fabric, the Ultra offers both
performance and lightweight packability.
Offered to retail with attractive mark-ups
and POS display stand. Become a stockist
today. Highly breathable and windproof.
Packable performance.

0330 333 8940
sales@makurasport.com
makurasport.com

028 9079 0588
sales@macinasac.com
www.macinasac.com

Target Darts Vision
360 Lighting System

Using 125 LED lights, the pioneering Vision
360 illuminates any competition-sized
dartboard completely removing shadows.
Made of solid steel and complete with
locking bracket, the Vision 360 is secure yet
adjustable for easy dartboard rotation and is
now endorsed by the World Darts Federation.
LED Dartboard Lighting System.

01279 410 155
info@target-darts.co.uk
www.target-darts.co.uk

Reusch Serathor
Pro G2 Evolution

Fitness-Mad

The launch of the Serathor Pro G2
Evolution gloves sees a new hybrid finger
cut added to the range. The Evolution
Cut combines the benefits of both a flat
palm and roll finger cut and this enhances
performance and creates a comfortable
glove to wear and great contact with the
ball. New Glove Cut from Reusch

Fitness-Mad are innovators of studio
fitness equipment from swiss balls
to yoga mats. Excellent stock levels
and two to three working days’
delivery all year round. No MOQ and
competitive pricing. Benefit from in
store merchandising and staff training.
Enquire now for a trade account.
Excellent stock with unbeatable service.

0161 439 4383
reuschuk@btinternet.com
www.reusch.com

01386 425 920
customercare@fitness-mad.com
www.fitness-mad.com

Ultimate Performance Bio-Logix Knee Brace
The award winning 4200 Bio-Logix
Massage Ball
Knee Brace from McDavid offers an
The Performance Massage Ball (two pack)
from Ultimate Performance joins a new
range of self-help therapy products designed
to aid recovery and rehabilitation. Offering a
choice of one firm and one solid ball, the user
is able to choose and control the depth of
pressure required to reduce pain and relieve
tension in muscles, ligaments and tendons.

engineered semi-rigid lightweight design
in a highly-supportive brace. Moulded
integration of anatomical lateral and
medial C-Supports create unique hinge
bracing and continuity. Self-adaptive
Flex-Fit allows for full adjustment and
custom-like comfort. RRP £99.99.Award
winning design, custom comfort

01923 242233
sales@ultimate-performance.co.uk
www.ultimate-performance.co.uk

01582 670 100
sales@hy-pro.co.uk
www.mcdavid.eu

Viper Rugby Boots

Optimum continues their foray into the
footwear market with the launch of their
New For 2017 Optimum Viper Rugby.
Available from June these lightweight
boots are built for speed and are perfect
for ground performance. They feature the
new Viper print design and offer a soft,
flexible and comfortable fit.

01942 497707
enquiries@optimumsport.com
www.optimumsport.com
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To see your products on this page contact keith@sports-insight.co.uk or call 01206 505947.

Salming EnRoute

Featuring Salming’s Running Support
System, the EnRoute enables every
runner to find and stay in their natural
running stride and is a shoe that you can
run in no matter what your foot strike
or running form is. This makes it a great
shoe for any distance.
A shoe for every runner.

01932 781311
office@smashsports.co.uk
www.salming.com

CEP Metalized Socks

New limited edition; CEP Metalized Socks
celebrate ten years of the German medical
sports compression brand. Available in
gold or silver, they are produced using medi
compression technology to promote optimum
performance and recovery. The targeted
compression profile helps stabilise the
ankle and foot arch, ensures a perfect fit and
unmatched comfort.

01432 373500
enquiries@mediuk.co.uk
www.cepsports.co.uk/shop

Personalise kits
with Brother

Providing customisation services allows
you to generate additional income for
your business from local teams and event
organisers. The Brother PR1050X and PR655
are ideal for adding team logos, players’
names and numbers to tops, shorts, jumpers,
bags and more.
Innovative, bespoke embroidery

Arena Carbon Wetsuit
Super-thin stretchy neoprene across
shoulders and in the arms provides
maximum freedom of movement. Yamamoto
aerodrome neoprene gives maximum
buoyancy and is evenly distributed to keep
a level body position in the water. Internal
surface laminated with arena carbon
cage fabric for unparalleled core stability.
Maximum freedom of movement.

ASICS GelNOOSA FF

ASICS have revolutionised a cult favourite
in the Gel-NOOSA FF with the introduction
of FlyteFoam technology. The new version
features a full-length FlyteFoam midsole,
breathable upper and wet grip rubber outsole,
and gone are the loud prints to feature the first
ASICS trainer without the stripes.
Lightest ever midsole technology.

0161 235 0344
www.brothersewing.co.uk

015396 22322
info@solosport.co.uk
www.solosports.co.uk

01925 241041
salesorders-uk@asics.com
www.asics.co.uk

Tecnifibre Pro
Red Code WAX

CamelBak Crux
Reservoir

New at Jakabel

The string is designed to offer the best
combination of Spin and Durability,
and is well priced from only £2.65 per
set. Manufactured using the exclusive
Thermocore Technology to produce the
softest and most comfortable polyesters
on the market. Affordable high quality
polyester tennis string from Tecnifibre.

Crux delivers 20 per cent more water per
sip compared to the current industryleading CamelBak Antidote Reservoir,
the patented Big Bite valve mounted
to an on-off lever for easy shut off for a
fully leak-proof system. The new cap and
handle boast the widest opening on the
market for easy cleaning and refilling.

01932 781311
office@smashsports.co.uk
www.tecnifibre.com

0116 2344611
sales@burton-mccall.com
www.camelbak.co.uk

The new Aztec designs for kids
feature vivid blues and pinks as do
the new Metric adult ranges.
All are UVP50+ and are available
from the end of April 2017 in time for
summer swim and play.

07957 541406
info@jakabel.com
www.jakabel.com
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Giro Air Attack Shield Aero/TT Helmet
The Air Attack Shield offers aerodynamic efficiency with strong cooling power.
The magnetically fastened ZEISS optical shield provides wraparound eye
protection with exceptional optical clarity, and it's easy to flip up or remove with
one hand when appropriate. And with the enhanced airflow and exceptional fit of
the Roc Loc Air system, you don't have to sacrifice comfort or cooling power to get

SAFEJAWZ
Intro Series

The new benchmark in Sports Mouthguards
is coming. Designed in collaboration with
the University of Warwick, SAFEJAWZ are
very confident that your customers will find
the fit and comfort superior to that of the
competition. Call us to try the fit for yourself
with a free sample. Launching April 17.
The best fitting mouthguard ever?

01543 361794
hello@safejawz.com
www.safejawz.com

Dan Carter
Super Tees

When New Zealand star Dan Carter lends
his name to a product, then you know you
are onto a winner. Dan Carter Super Tees
have been designed to adjust to all kicking
styles and angles. From amateur to pro.
Exclusively distributed by Carta Sport
All styles catered for.

01535 600342
sales@cartasport.com
www.cartasport.com

Zoggs Swimshapes
Swimwear

Swimtech
Pool Sock

Swimshapes, made from chlorine
resistant fabric, was designed with
real women in mind. The range
features bust support, tummy
control and bottom support in sizes
8-24. Our 2017 range is available
to ship now in a variety of colours,
patterns and silhouettes.

A breathable pool sock with anti-slip
sole, providing excellent grip around
the pool. Ergonomic fit for comfort.
For use around the poolside and in
the water only. Helps to protect
against infection. Available in a
range of sizes. Colours: Blue, Pink.
Durable Toe Box.

01276 489089
cs@zoggs.com
www.zoggs.com

0115 900 2340
Sales@reydonsports.com
www.reydonsports.com

V1.5 Twin Pack

European Retail
Distribution

The V1.5 is one of Shock Doctor’s
best-selling mouthguards. The V1.5
twin pack provides a great cost saving
and promotional opportunity. The
V1.5 twin pack is ideal for families
needing more than one mouthguard
and also parents wanting to have a
spare. RRP £11.99
Twin pack, adult and youth sizes

01582 670 100
info@shockdoctor.co.uk
www.shockdoctor.co.uk

Import Services manages retail supply chains,
from product origin to customer delivery,
in the UK and Europe. Our warehouses are
located in Southampton, the first port of call
for container ships originating from the Far
East, which decreases your transport time
and logistics costs.
Time and cost-saving logistics.

01489 799 500
port-centric@importservices.co.uk
www.importservices.co.uk

Gorilla Training
Rocket Pop
Up Goals

The Gorilla Training Rocket Pop Up Goal
is a set of 55cm x 55cm steel-framed pop
up goals that are set up within seconds.
Suitable for all ages to be used in the
garden, park, beach or as part of training.
Suitable for football or multi-sports.

01635 517560
lee@phoenixsportinggoods.com
www.phoenixsportinggoods.com

Darts Hub

Designed to keep your collection of
darts equipment in one, easy, stylish
location. With the capacity to hold
three sets of fully assembled darts,
five sets of shafts and lots of unique
pockets and compartments.
A stunning and functional darts
storage accessory.

01656 767042
info@winmau.com
www.winmau.com
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GIVE YOUR CLUB A UNIQUE, OWN IDENTITY WITH

SPECIAL DESIGN

CLUBSHIRTS
© FFU/Frank Uijlenbroek

YOUR SPECIAL DESIGN CLUBSHIRT IN A FEW STEPS

Reece Australia is a specialist in multifunctional
sportswear and casual fashion. Over the last
decade Reece Australia has grown into an
international specialist in stylish hockey products.
Our aim is to create beautiful products that
enrich peoples sports experiences, with colourful,
fresh designs and a little bit of rebelliousness
in the design to create the stand out from the
crowd effect. That’s the power of the brand.
Reece Australia uses high-quality materials and
the latest techniques for all its products.

Our Special Design hockey shirts can provide a club
with its own unique playing kit and identity.
Shirts can be produced in a sublimated or cut and sew
option. A sublimated shirt is a printed shirt that can be
produced in any design and colour. The sponsors logo
and club badge can also be incorporated at no extra cost.
The cut and sew option is a shirt using separate colour patches, sewn together. A choice of collars can be selected
and the club logo can be embroidered into the shirt.

© WSP/Koen Suyk

The material for both shirts is 100% high
quality

polyester

with

Climatec

ClimaTec

finish.

HIGH TECHNICAL FIBRE

by 3-guard

This fabric is breathable, moisture wicking
and 100% colourfast.

SUBLIMATION

CUT & SEW

CUT & SEW

COLLARS
buttons

no buttons

CUFFS
standard cuff

tape cuff

LOGO OPTIONS
club & sponsor logo included

body is made of 1 panel

body is made of 2 or 3 panels

embroidery

embroidery “elite”

For further information about Special Design or Reece Australia, please visit www.reeceaustralia.com or contact our Sales
Department on 01332 378966 or support.uk@reeceaustralia.com.
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In the 'uncertain' times of

BREXIT & TRUMP
what does the new running
consumer look like?

W

Jonathan Quint, Saucony marketing manager EMEA,
examines the changing face of the market

e live in uncertain
times.
Those five words
seem to be the most uttered phrase
of the last year or so. I read them
in the previous issue of Sports
Insight, I read them in just about
every op-ed column going, and I
hear them in meetings every day.
In these days of Brexit
and Trump, of unpredictable
electorates and political uprisings
across Europe and beyond, the
macroeconomic situation appears
to be less regular than ever and
the market could drift in so many
different ways, we just don't know
where to turn.
But wasn't it ever thus? Even in
recent memory we've seen rocketing
interest rates, the ERM in/out fiasco,
war, terrorism, political scandal
and just about everything else as
well. As an industry (or individuals),
we’re unable to account for these
externalities or have any influence
on them, so maybe we should just
address the issues that we can
control, or at least accurately assess?
Let us start with the biggest
factor affecting the running
market in 2017 (and in reality for
several years prior to this too).
The consumer is changing.

We have demographic studies
to tell us this, but even if we did
not, the circumstantial evidence
is all around. Check out your
local 10km or even the biggest
marathons in the world. The glass
half empty merchants will tell
us that standards have dropped
inexorably over the years, but
those of us with a more upbeat
view will argue that numbers of
runners overall are significantly
up, ParkRun has been born and is
thriving beyond measure, charity
races are continuing to boom
(at least in the UK) and running
is cool. Running shoes are even
cool for wearing when you're not
running, just check out the feet
next time you’re in a coffee shop
for proof.
The new consumer is younger,
is not a member of a traditional
running club and is way more likely
to be female than she ever was. She
wants to look and feel good when
she runs, or works out, or does yoga
or CrossFit. She is just as likely to
Instagram a photo of her workout
kit from Starbucks or Strada as
she is to post her run to Strava (but
most likely, she'll do both).
As an industry, are we
really appealing to these new

consumers? Are we creating
and marketing shoes, apparel,
and accessories for them? Are
we making them available in
environments which they want
to spend time in? Or are we just
doing what we always did and
wondering why we're not even
getting what we always got?
Look at the brands who
are succeeding. Running tech,
nutrition, high-end apparel that
works on the run and in the yoga
class. Available in high street
establishments like H&M, like
Top Shop, even M&S! Are we doing
enough to bring these customers to
our independent doors?
Our retail environments
can win with the new runner
by observing the environments
that appeal. By observing and
borrowing from what the fastfashion houses offer. By applying
those high levels of customer
service that the new consumer
values, and ultimately expects.
Running shoes can perform
technically and look great. They
can incorporate on-trend fabric
and colours. Those options are
already out there. Marketing
language can be adapted from
the male-dominated "more tech

than ever before" rhetoric of
yesteryear, to explain what that
tech does in reality.
Yes, we live in uncertain
times, but we can still work with
a great deal of confidence in our
industry if we collectively flex and

adapt to the demands of the new
consumer and provide innovative
products with compelling stories
in welcoming environments.
Running is as popular as ever,
and that's one certainty we should
all celebrate.
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Always asking questions,

PASSION
&
STRATEGY
are all key to success
David Hemmings, UK country manager for X-Bionic, talks about his
background, his passion for sport and association with brands

I

David Hemmings
in action.

Steve Behr

t’s been said many times that
I am a “lifer to all things
sport”. I would agree with
this. Being born into a sport
environment, albeit the son of
a grounds-keeper, this was the
foundation for the direction I took
to make a career that now spans
over quarter of a century.
My breakthrough in sport
came as a 17-year-old mountain
bike racer competing for Great
Britain at the Mountain Bike
World Championships in
Durango, Colorado, in 1990. I
was the first Brit to win a UCI
mountain bike championship
medal, taking a silver at these
championships. This then gave me
the chance to turn professional.
Subsequently, I went on to
race the World Cup mountain
bike circuit and many more World
Championships. My ethos as a
pro, was to always be available to
my sponsors, not only to race, but
to get involved with the brand,
to really embody the brand and
demonstrate why I was sponsored
by them. My racing success and
actions as brand representative,
of course, greatly contributed
to their sales and market share,
which in turn, earned me further
sponsorship contracts.
In addition, a lot of my time
was also spent on working
with the sporting press to gain
exposure for my own profile, and
hence I featured on numerous
front covers of magazines and in
a number of feature articles and
book publishings. A magazine

giant has since said that I was
a pioneer for what we call the
modern “Brand Ambassador”
and its shaped how most brands
sponsor athletes now.

Focus

I enjoyed many more great results
in my career as a pro, but one thing
was clear to me from the beginning
- that this dream could not last for
ever. So, as a young athlete, I also
made it my focus to make sure I fully
understood the cycling industry and
how it worked. I educated myself in

all aspects of product development,
sales and marketing, taking the
time to ask questions, some of them
being obvious to me now, but as
a young sportsman with a finite
career, learning about the industry
and forming relationships with the
key players was absolutely key to my
future career. Now, over 25 years on,
my knowledge and experience has
allowed me to share valuable insight
into the sports brand industry.
To this day, I will still ask
questions in a crowded room
that have many thinking ‘Why
are you asking that?”. However,
there will be many in the room
wishing they had the courage to
ask the same thing, but didn’t out
of fear. Another lesson I learnt as
a professional: when you are in
the limelight and successful in the
sport, people look at you, look up
to you and yes, it’s fantastically
flattering but I am human, just like
you, and I need to ask questions
as I want to learn. Learning is like
training, keep doing it and one day
you will succeed – both in sport
and in business.

Steve Behr

Reality check

My sporting career was ended
abruptly when I crashed doing
a demonstration in 1999 and
broke my back. Thankfully, I was
lucky not to have caused any lifechanging injuries, nonetheless,
it was a reality check and time to
think about changing how I made
my income.

I soon after began to work for
my current sponsors, in sales and
technical product development,
training on suspension theory etc.
It naturally gave me the chance to
carve out how to work with people
at a business level. At the time,
the sport was still in huge growth
and with technology changing so
fast, it was key to perform product
training. This is how I learnt how
to perform oral presentations in
front of large audiences; a very
valuable lesson.

Passion

The key to my success in the
industry I would say is my
passion. It is my passion for the
sport that has helped me also
succeed in the sporting business.
Since 1999 I have worked for
many great brands in the cycling
industry; in sales, marketing and
product development. In recent
years, I have become a specialist
in the sports clothing sector with
roles like Commercial Manager
for Rapha, where I led on the
Team Sky project, through to
being Head of Sales at Vulpine,
and now my role of UK Country
Manager for X-Bionic and working
across 12 different sports.
My ethos to business and the
customer journey is based on
differentiation. I thrive on working
for brands that are different
to those whose focus is massproduced, generic products. Brands
that offer something special,

“Since 1999 I
have worked for
many great brands
in the cycling
industry; in
sales, marketing
and product
development.
In recent years, I
have become
a specialist in
the sports
clothing sector”
that “unique selling proposition”,
authentic patents and awardwinning technologies are a green
light for me, and for business
success. Brands whose products
make a difference to the experience
of that sport, and for the consumer,
be that the recreational sports
enthusiast or budding world-class
athlete, also inspire me.
This differentiation, is the
key to a successful business. It
makes for better engagement
with retailers in a very cluttered
and competitive market-place.
But fundamentally, I remember
the basics of commerce as well;
manufacture, supply and demand.

Strategy

My strategy is very simple.
Combining the uniqueness of a
brand or product, market research
and understanding the theory of
supply and demand, is the very
basic principle of a successful and
prosperous sales business. Time
and time again I have proven that
less is more; going back to basics
and understanding the principles of
commerce, stripping away all
the gimmicks and focussing
on building a business that has
sustainable growth, based on the
basics of brand awareness, marketshare and effective sales and
operational strategies. This is based
on decades of experience, insights
on national market perspective and
experience of achieving results:
“Numbers are king”.
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Technogym teams up with IBM
to build AI coaching platforms
Technologym has joined
forces with IBM to build
next generation's Artificial
Intelligence-driven cognitive
coaching platform.
The goal is to create a ‘humanlike’ virtual coach able to interact
with people using natural language
and to offer them personalised
training programmes based on
their goals and context conditions
(such as weather, agenda, food
intake) in order to enhance a
wellness lifestyle.
Nerio Alessandri, founder
and CEO of Technogym, said:
“Our goal has always been to
offer our users a personalised
training experience via connected
equipment, services and content
capable of interacting with
them, understanding their
deep motivation and needs, and
delivering results.
“Our collaboration with IBM

represents a further step towards
the creation of increasingly
customised and engaging training
for our clients.”
The integration with IBM
Watson’s cognitive computing
and IoT technologies will enrich
Technogym’s mywellness
platform – the cloud-based
ecosystem providing fitness
users with a fully personalised
programme and gathering fitness
data accessible from both fitness
equipment and mobile –with
further capabilities of interacting
with the user, managing data and
evaluating results thanks to a
cognitive coach that will guide
users while working out.
Wellness and fitness industry
operators and personal trainers
will also benefit from the new
cognitive coaching platform,
allowing them to ensure
continued assistance through

the virtual coach for their clients
when they are travelling or
training outside the facility.
The collaboration further
enhances Technogym’s unique
digital offerings within the
fitness and wellness field,
confirming the company’s focus
on continuous innovation and
technological research.
In 1996, Technogym launched
the first software system to
manage training at the gym,
followed by the introduction of
the first TV screen integrated in a
piece of fitness equipment in 2003.
In 2007, Technogym
introduced online fitness
equipment and in 2012 they were
the first brand to introduce cloud
technology in the fitness arena,
connecting people, equipment
and fitness facilities and thereby
reinventing the way people have
access to wellness.
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Think Tank enters joint
venture with OIA
Following 20 years of
operating separately, the
‘Sports Trade Think Tank’
and the ‘Outdoor Think
Tank’ events are to be
merged and will now work
jointly with the Outdoor
Industries Association (OIA)
on the development and
promotion of Think Tank
events to OIA members.
Future Think Tanks
will be known under the new
name of ‘Sports and Outdoor
Think Tank, in association
with the OIA’.
The Think Tank events
were originally conceived by
industry veteran, Tim Drake
and designed to bring together
business owners, CEO’s and
senior management from the
sports and outdoor markets for
networking, and brainstorming
events combined with a quality
guest speaker who would
deliver a thought-provoking
presentation on topical issues
affecting business.
Think Tank owner and
founder Tim Drake said: “When
the Outdoor and the Sports
Trade Think Tanks began over
20 years ago, Blacks, Milletts,
JD Sports, Reebok, Adidas,
Converse and Nike, were all
under separate management.
Times change and markets
consolidate. There are also
increased time pressures on
hard-pressed busy chief
executives and this has
accelerated the thinking behind
bringing both events together.
“CEO’s who are members of
both Think Tanks, such as Dom
Speciale of Amer Sports,

Ian Cameron of Hi-Tec
and Mike Tomkins of M&M
Direct have understandably
become more vocal and are
supportive of a merger.”
Drake has always felt
there was a strong case for
integration, but this was
resisted by most of the
members of both groups,
who felt they were working
in separate and distinct
markets. The consolidation
in both markets over recent
years has strengthened the
case for the integration of
both Think Tanks.
OIA CEO, Andrew Denton
said: “The OIA has seen a real
resurgence in recent years and
the OIA has resurfaced
as a strong influence within
all areas of the outdoor market
and is supportive of the case
for working together, sharing
ideas and pursuing common
goals. It therefore seemed only
right for the OIA Board and
Tim to explore ways of working
together to support each
other in providing a service
to the industry.”
Beginning in June this year,
the two Think Tanks ‘in
association with the OIA’ are
uniting under one umbrella –
‘The Sport and Outdoor Think
Tank’. The first meeting is
scheduled for June 28 at Sport
England’s centre of excellence,
Bisham Abbey.
Sport England will be
discussing with Think Tank
its plans for working with the
industry to jointly promote the
health benefits of outdoor
activities.

SIS Pitches enjoy dominant year following key projects
Sports pitch-specialists SIS
Pitches enjoyed a standout
year in 2016, as a number of
prestigious projects helped to
propel the company to even
greater heights.
With a group turnover
exceeding £50 million, SIS
Pitches is one of the world’s largest
sports pitch companies, and is
also unique in its ability to design,
build, manufacture, install and
maintain natural grass, synthetic
turf and hybrid pitches.
2016 was a year of
investment with new tufting
lines installed in the factory, new
SISGrass machines capable of
completing a full size field in five
days commissioned, and new site
equipment purchased.
Not only were more square
metres of synthetic turf
manufactured in the Cumbrian
plant, SIS Pitches installed more
pitches than in any previous
calendar year.

The most prestigious
project completed throughout
the year was the Luzhniki
Stadium, Moscow, where the
opening match and final of the
2018 World Cup will be played.
Incorporating technologically
advanced SISGrass as well as
the SISAir under-soil heating
and cooling system, SIS Pitches
has ensured perfect playing
conditions for the most famous
football event in the world.
The company has also agreed
contracts to complete work for
three more of the 12 stadiums to
be used at the tournament.
SISGrass fields were
completed for clients such as
Chelsea, Derby County, Besiktas
and Athletic Bilbao whilst the
company also installed a new
SISGrass hybrid pitch at AFC
Bournemouth’s Vitality Stadium,
making Premier league history
in the process.
2016 was a year of many

“firsts” for SIS Pitches. In
Manchester, a £2.2m project for
the University, featuring two
hockey pitches, one rugby and
one football field, was completed
over a 42-week construction
period, culminating in winning
the prestigious SAPCA 2016
Award for Excellence.
In London, SIS Pitches
upgraded the SISTurf pitch for
English and European rugby
champions Saracens, while
SIS Pitches also constructed
two RFU-funded projects
at Aylesbury and Preston
Grasshoppers.
SIS Pitches also opened
a new office in Ireland as
the company continued its
expansion following the fresh
influx of projects.
Such growth cannot be
achieved without a strong
company structure and
teamwork. Investment in
additional staff has been careful

and thorough, with personal
characteristics and individual
skill-sets the top of the
recruitment agenda.
With company offices in
Ireland, Holland, Turkey, Russia
and the UAE, SIS Pitches has
continued its international
expansion. A key development
during the year has been a
change in brand identity, as
shown best in the new SIS

Pitches website. Awareness
of the company, its areas of
expertise and successes are more
visible than previously.
Their goal now is to build on
the successes from 2016 and to
have an even better 2017.
For more information on SIS
Pitches, including their 2016
reference list, testimonials, news
stories and case studies, please
visit www.sispitches.com
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Simplicity, bravery and fun are the best ways to

BUILD A BUSINESS

A

changing market-place,
innovation, brands and
digital technology are
challenges faced by all distributors.
2pure, a full service
distribution business focused
on the cycle trade and active
lifestyle market, based in Balerno,
Edinburgh, was founded in 2006.
Over the years they have
held true to their core values of
simplicity, be honest be brave,
accept there are no boundaries,
strive to build close relationships
and create a fun and responsible
way of doing business.
George Bowie, 2pure's
managing director, believes that
while times have changed and the
way of doing business has evolved
the company is still following the
same path it did when they began.
He said: “To be fair our vision
plan is still true today. We have
had to develop our skills within
the business to make the changes
we felt would be needed as the
industry adapted to the internet,
online shopping and consolidation.
“We are still focused on
“adding value in every interaction”,
however, how we provide that has
changed. B2B, online marketing
and our internal IT systems play a
big part now. It is more important
that as a business we help develop
new categories for the retailers
to offer to their customers. We
provide more tools for the dealer to
engage with their customers and
help the dealers sell more product
to their customers.
“Maintaining a value
proposition is important, however,
value doesn’t mean cheap. We

George Bowie, 2pure managing director, looks at
changes in the industry and future trends

strive to help the retailer charge
more for a product in a category,
however, that can only be done if
the product offers the consumer
performance benefits. People are
even more important today than
in 2006, culture and passion must
be at the core of our business,
we need to be authentic, our
customers and consumers expect
that from a supplier and brand.”
It hasn't all been plain sailing
for 2pure in their attempts to grow
their business.
They have suffered setbacks
before they achieved the success
they have today.
And they still have challenges
ahead following the financial
fluctuations following the Brexit
vote to leave the European Union
last year.
George added: “We started
with some quality brands,
performed well as a full-service
distributor, which requires the
ability to sell, market, build
brands, offer aftermarket service
and collaboration with our brands.
“The biggest risk a distributor
faces is losing a brand, we lost two
key brands in 2013 which accounted
for 40 per cent of our revenue at the
time. Not pleasant, hard to recover
from, but we stayed true to our
strategy which has helped us attract
new brands and we moved into new
market segments such as Outdoors,
Running, Sports.
“Currency always affects
financial performance and 2016
challenged the market and our
business. Currency was less
visible in the past as prices just
moved to suit, now however, the

“The biggest risk a distributor faces is
losing a brand, we lost two key brands
in 2013 which accounted for 40 per cent
of our revenue at the time.”

consumer has visibility to Global
and retailers across the world are
selling into every country. This is
when currency becomes a sales
driver and pricing is sensitive.
“We have been fortunate
to have supportive brands who
understand the role we play and
together we work on plans that help
drive sales and build their brands.”
There have been many
changes in the market over the
years and none more so than in
the technology and innovations
in cycles.
Which can present it's
own problems.
George added: “At the highend cycling is always evolving,
sometimes too fast, take the
29inch MTB or the 650B MTB,
we confused the consumer and
stalled sales for the industry
while the consumer waited to
see what the market settled on.
Technology is evolving, GPS,
indoor trainers, power meters,
carbon technology all this has
played a part to keep the market
stimulated over the past ten years.
“Right now, we are seeing
E-bikes gaining traction. They
are being developed for the road,
mountain bike and for commuting.
As they become more affordable,
sales will increase. This should
increase the market opportunity
rather than just erode sales

George Bowie, 2pure
managing director

“What the trends will be over
the next 12 months is hard to say
but mountain E-bikes are looking
like the next big trend.”
The consumer is always looking
for the next big thing and trends in
buying are constantly changing.
And the web, once again, is
playing it's part in the marketplace.
George added: “When
Mountain Bike was the driving
trend, the consumer was an
avid spender, they had lots to
choose from and were constantly
upgrading or repairing their
bikes. The road scene came along
and the customer bought a road

bike, the enthusiast upgraded
their bike, then they bought
some clothing, pedals and shoes.
The upgrades were limited and
expensive, maybe a GPS, carbon
wheels or a power meter. But there
is a limited number of accessories
needed for the activity.
“The main influence though
has been the internet, the consumer
can research their product in their
own time without the need to go
to a retailer and if they so desire,
can just order online. This has
created opportunities for consumer
direct brands which are disrupting
the industry.”
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from being a singular system (for
example a watch) to a system where
there are multiple sensors around
your body at any point in time.
As already discussed, this is
already being seen at pro athlete
level with systems gathering
motion-sensing data through the
accelerometer and gyroscope
inside. Technologists are working
on ways to derive meaning from
multiple sensors on the body
at one time, to give a person a
holistic view of how her body is
moving or performing across
multiple devices and sensors.
The most likely evolution here
will be the wearable garment that
is able to track multiple points and
provide this type of feedback.

Time to put your best foot
forward but don't forget to

COUNT YOUR
STEPS

I

Conclusions

Of course technology is not just
evolving within the sporting world
and perhaps it is here where things
start to get really interesting.
We continue to see advances
in technology within the home

allowing us to automatically turn on
or off our heating, remotely control
our TVs or “talk” to our fridges.
Jen Quinlan, VP Marketing
at the gesture recognition
company Rithmio, imagines a
world where “wearables converge
with connected homes to drive
efficiencies without having to
tap a button on a screen. Imagine
approaching your home’s door
with groceries in hand, and the
heartbeat signature via your
wearable signals the door’s
smartlock to unlock.
“While crossing your living
room, a sensor on your wrist
wearable notices your core body
temperature is above average
and automatically interacts with
Nest thermostat to trigger the
air conditioning. Your wearable
also includes a sensor to detect
hydration levels, and it triggers
your smart refrigerator to
automatically pour a glass of
water for you as you enter the
kitchen to unload your groceries”

Paul Sherratt, of Solutions for Sport, takes
a closer look at the impact of wearable
technologies in the sporting goods industry

have a confession to make.
I've joined the wearable
tech movement.
First it was my wife with
a Fitbit, then one of my work
colleagues with his Apple Watch
and finally, after a little research, I
took the plunge with a Garmin.
It felt, during the run up to
Christmas and during the post
festive season, that the “let's all
lose weight and get fit” marketing
messages finally wore me down.
On social media my friends
have started posting the number
of steps they have achieved that
day, the press has a running
commentary on whether counting
steps has any benefit whatsoever,
and the sporting goods and tech
industry continues to drive the
development of these devices

towards more user friendly models.
The global fitness wearable
market, which includes fitness
wristbands, sport watches and
smart garments, is now at over
68 million units sold per annum,
according to a November 2015
report from analyst firm Gartner,
and certainly at the recent ISPO
the prominence of brands such as
Samsung and Garmin underlined
the impact that this is having on
our own sporting goods industry.

Pro Level

At pro level wearable technology
is playing a growing role in sport
all over the world, from the UK's
football Premier League, worth
more than £5bn ($7.1bn; €6.3bn)
in global TV rights alone, to
Aussie Rules Football, the first

to pioneer the use of locationtracking GPS devices in 2004.
Wearable technologies and
big-data analytics are enabling
coaches, trainers and general
managers to analyse previously
unquantifiable aspects of athletic
performance in fine detail.
Indeed some would argue
that part of the success of the
Leicester City side of last season
was their use of technology in
monitoring players' personal
performance and health, with
them coming in as the Premiership
side with the fewest injuries during
the season thus allowing them to
play their strongest selections on a
regular basis.
Scott Drawer, formerly
the Rugby Football Union's
performance manager and now
with cycling's Team Sky, says: “It
may be that they have been using
the data in a much smarter way
to rest, rotate and recover players
appropriately.”
With such headlines it is
absolutely clear then that it’s the
athletes and the people on the
frontline that will help define the
industry – much as in many areas
where the “pro model” eventually
becomes affordable for the mass
market consumer.

The future

But what of the future of the
wearables market?
There is evidence to suggest
that the technology will evolve

THE RETAIL OPPORTUNITY?

So are there opportunities for sports retailers?
Well, certainly those specialist stores who have a strong
performance and/or individual sports angle do appear to be riding
the wave. However, stiff competition does exist from other channels
such as department stores, electronics retailers and, of course,
amazon – all of whom are looking for a slice of a global market
worth approaching $2.8bn.
Anyhow, now I'm “in the club” I, for one, am excited about the
future of wearable technology, so I'm off to ensure I reach my 10,000
steps for the day, climb at least ten fights of stairs, hit my minutes
of intensity target and get an adequate amount of sleep tonight.
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If you want peace of mind
when you're out training
then - tag you're it
Nikki Winstanley's emergency ID business,
Tagnix, is going from strength to strength

W

hat do you if your
pregnant and suddenly
made redundant –
well you start your own
emergency ID business.
Nikki Winstanley (pictured)
is the powerhouse behind Tagnix
– emergency ID for anybody and
everybody – which she launched in
2013, based in Whitstable, Kent.
Her large range includes
bracelets, dog tags, shoe tags,
bag tags and watch tags in a
variety of colours.
Carrying identification
with your ICE – In Case of
Emergency – details can be
important for everyone, not
only those with medical
conditions, but children, adults,
the vulnerable or the elderly.
So whether it is running,
cycling, walking your dog or for
your children when you are out
for the day you can have the peace
of mind that if the worst happens
someone knows who you are and
how to reach your emergency
contacts.
Nikki used to be a PA to the
global heads of several departments
within Pfizer pharmaceuticals,
running her own team.
However, she was made
redundant while on maternity leave
and left wondering what to do next.
An idea for a new business,
however, formed from her
husband Gary's love of triathlon.
Gary, a keen triathlete with
four Ironman competitions under
his belt, was always either out

running or cycling, training for
the next race. Nikki said: “He used
to go out without any ID on him
and he could be out of the house
for more than five hours at a time.
“About five years ago, during
one of his bike rides, a bus nearly
knocked him off his bike. At that
time mobile phones weren't used as
much as they are now and I thought
what could have happened – he
would be lying on the road with
absolutely nothing on him.
“It was after that I decided
to buy him some ID tags for
Christmas.
“When I got made redundant
I thought, actually, that's a really
good business idea and there weren't
many people out there doing it.”
So after a lot of research
and scoping out the opposition,
Nikki decided to go into business
for herself.
But it was a steep learning
curve for the mum-of-one.
Nikki said: “I had no
background in business at all – I
didn't know anything about it.
“The research we had to do
was massive.
“With the laser you are
making a massive investment
– you are talking £4,000 for
this piece of kit you have never
touched before in your life.
“So it was all self-taught – but
that is the side of life that I love
– learning new things, especially
computer programs.”
But it wasn't just learning
about lasers and how to use them
to engrave the details on her
Tagnix range – it was getting hold
of the products themselves and
bringing the elements together.
She added: “I sourced all my
bracelets, all my tags - one part
comes from America and another
from China.
“Dealing with all these new
people and getting samples,
deciding what we wanted to do
and what we didn't, it was such a
big thing. All of it came down to

research – I think it took close on
two years from saying 'right
this is what we want to do' to
actually launching.”
And it is a labour of love
for Nikki, who juggles her
life as a mother with that of a
businesswoman, manufacturer
and shop floor worker.
She said: “I make everything
myself in my workshop at home.
“I have got a better laser now
which has allowed my productivity
to be 100 times better.
“I was doing really well on the
old one – it was fine, it was getting
the job done, there was nothing
wrong with it – but this one means
that 100 per cent of the time I
know what I put into it comes out
exactly how I want it to look.”
Nikki believes that her
customer service and interaction
with the Tagnix community is
what makes them stand out from
the crowd.
She said: “We offer a service
for clubs to put their logo on our
military-style dog tags and we
offer a discount for those that are
on our list. I can personalise down
to a millimetre, whatever people
want, I am happy to accommodate.
Personal customer service is
probably what sets us apart.”
And Nikki isn't sitting still
as she continues to look at ways
to increase her business and
diversify her range.
Tagnix are looking to add a new
silicon band to their product list.
Nikki said: “We had feedback
that people don't want to wear
something too tight or too heavy
but something that just reminds
them it is there and silicon wrist
bands were suggested.
“We may be able to get little
badges to go on them so that when
you have done your marathon we
can have 26.6 on there or even a
club name – that is what we are
researching into at the moment.
“It's all quite exciting because
it's another way we can go.”
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Brexit is difficult to predict but
outdoor products are a lot easier
Mark Grech, Burton McCall's marketing
manager, talks sterling and what will be
the things to look out for this year

How do you think
Brexit might affect
trade in coming
months and how will
the fluctuations in
sterling affect trade?

The ultimate impact of Brexit
is still difficult to predict. On
one hand, the rising costs of
imported everyday goods may
lead to a rise in the cost of living
and a potential decrease in the
disposable income, which may
make the customer think twice

before spending on outdoor
clothing and equipment.
Conversely, the weak pound is
making UK-based holidays an
increasingly attractive option so
we may see growth in the number
of families exploring options in
the UK. We would love to see that
lead to a growth in experiencing
outdoor activities, and hopefully
when the consumer chooses
where to shop for their kit,
Burton McCall can support our
customers accordingly.
Recent currency
fluctuations are definitely our
biggest challenge, and can even
affect UK-made goods that use
international components or
materials.
At Burton McCall we have
done our best to minimise price
increases by absorbing what
we can, and by doing volume
deals with our Brand partners
wherever possible. We have also
negotiated support from some of
our International Brand partners,

because they recognise the
importance of the UK and don’t
want to see their brands suffer.

What's going to
be big this year?

After seeing lots of small
evolutions over the last few years
in many popular categories, we’re
seeing some bold developments
from brands in 2017.
CamelBak have unleashed
their next-generation Crux
reservoir and we’re already seeing
huge interest around this new
family of products. Alongside
this, they have also launched the
ISPO award-winning Quick Stow
Chill – an insulated soft bottle
for runners. Running remains
huge in the UK, and a continued
high level of interest in ultramarathons and trail running
events is driving some really
excellent product development in
hydration vests and accessories.
Stanley are already well-

known for making food and drink
gear that’s ‘Built for Life’. Well, the
new MASTER SERIES is built
like a tank. These products have
been designed around Stanley’s
new premium insulation
technology – QuadVac.
Goal Zero are launching
their next generation of YETI
batteries – their range designed
for powering large appliances
off the grid. The latest versions
will feature Lithium battery
technology, a deep-sleep storage
mode, and much more. They will
also be compatible with a wider
product ecosystem, including
a forthcoming hybrid petrol
generator set to re-write the
rulebook on fuel efficiency.
Jetboil are stepping outside
their comfort zone with the
new MightyMo. This tiny stove
weighs in at a tiny 95g, but boasts
a powerful 10,000 BTU/h output,
glove-friendly valve design, piezoelectric ignition, precise simmer
control, and a regulator that
maintains burner performance in
a wide range of temperatures and
even when fuel starts to run low.

in recent years, and this new
design adds portability to a
fantastic backpacking panel.
Consumers want innovative
products which make life easy
and fit busy lifestyles. Products
with added on functions and
bonus features are high on
everybody’s radar.
The Mini Lighthouse lantern
continues to amaze us with its
popularity and huge 500-hour
run time, along with its DuaLite
Directional Lighting feature.
Fully-featured but compact
portable power products are
definitely ‘in’.

What do you expect
will be sought after
products and why?

We’ve seen lots of interest in
Goal Zero’s new super-slim
panel designs: especially the
Nomad 7 Plus. Solar technology
has improved significantly

@SportsInsightUK
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GOT YOUR EYE
ON THE DATE?

Don't let a calendar of opportunities pass you by

T

Paul Clapham looks at seasonal ways to boost your business

he calendar is the 365 day
salesman; it keeps throwing
business opportunities at
you. Do you catch them?
If not you’re missing a trick
and you should have a business
calendar. This is particularly
true of sports most of which
inherently work to a season,
although indoor sports are often
played year round.
You could put the physical
calendar on your computer, but
that demands that you access it
daily, which is a discipline that is
easy to side step. I’d recommend
a year planner on the wall and a
big one that has enough space to
address all key sports in one place.
That way everyone can see what
tasks are imminent.
Your calendar can ensure
that you are talking to brand
owners and their reps suitably
in advance of needing product.
You will therefore be ahead of
the game when it comes to taking
full advantage of any promotions
they are offering and that you
have product on the shelves
when support advertising is in
the media. I have, incidentally,
experienced quite a number of
cases across different sectors
where that didn’t apply – what a
waste for everyone.
All reps should be asked to say
when they’d like to be featured

on your calendar. So you can
confidently expect them all to
pitch for a pre-Christmas slot.
They will all want the pre-season
slot that applies to their sport(s).
All of that is reasonable, but so is
your response: why you? “Because
you’re a consistent stockist and
you value our product” isn’t quite
good enough.
If suppliers want to be on your
calendar of events they’ve got
to come up with a solid reason.
You’ll note that this makes your
calendar an active negotiating
tool as well as a marketing plan.
What you put on the calendar
starts with those sports where
you specialise. Next up come the
big sales opportunities: football,
surely; cricket, yes; rugby, yes;
tennis, yes. Add your own local
‘yeses’ – it could be rowing,
sailing and swimming in a coastal
location. You will know the sales
prompts and when they apply.

As well as Christmas and preseason, I’d recommend Valentine’s
Day. Plenty of couples are both
active in sports. Is there someone
out there producing sports-related
cards? If not, there ought to be.
”I love you when you’re covered
in mud”, “I love it when you’re
all sweaty” plus plenty of other
more adult messages. Attaching
product sales to that looks pretty
easy to me.
Related to that comes sales of
replica shirts. They are a good gift
across the generations at all times
of year, but Christmas, Valentine’s
Day and the start of the season
look like the prime opportunities.
The FA Cup produces more
of the same. Sutton United and
Lincoln City both reportedly sold
a load of shirts on their cup runs.
Hopefully sports stores in the
area filled their boots from this
opportunity, too.
There are lots of variants of

this that can work. If you have
your own in-house shirt printing
or embroidery facility, it should
go into overdrive at FA Cup time.
Wherever you are located, there
will be fans who want to wear
their heart on their sleeve, back
and chest, more than ever if they
are a good distance from the club
they love.
Obviously these won’t be
fully-fledged replica shirts for
copyright reasons. Not a problem.
Fans appear to like their own
more emotive messages (and the
considerable savings that come
with them) just as much.
Here in North Kent is a group
of West Bromwich Albion fans
for reasons I have yet to fathom.
They delight in having a different
Baggies shirt each season. I bet
this picture could be repeated all
over the country.
“I’m bored mum”. Who never
said that in their childhood? What

If suppliers want to be on your calendar of events
they’ve got to come up with a solid reason. You’ll
note that this makes your calendar an active
negotiating tool as well as a marketing plan.

parent has never heard it? Every
time the school holidays come
around, so too does that lament,
especially in the long summer
break. Surely this is a fine sales
opportunity and you can predict
with some accuracy when that
perceived boredom will strike.
What’s more you have a
shopful of boredom solutions.
This is partly about product sales
opportunities, but it is also about
being a source of information.
The latter won’t earn you a penny
immediately, but if you tell bored
youngsters and their frazzled
parents about, say, a local archery
club running low cost trial days,
guess where they will buy a bow
and the rest of the kit when the
enthusiasm strikes?
Does the family have a garage
and hence the space for a table
tennis table? Not cheap but not
an arm and a leg either. Matthew
Syed became British number one
and his brother had a professional
career, too, by this means. That
information would get the keen
sporting parent reaching for their
credit card.
A starter badminton set
including tapes to mark out the
court is lower cost still and most
gardens have the necessary space.
Again the potential to get ‘em
young and create the passion is
what creates the sales, long term.
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From hating being

ALONE
IN A BOAT

Tony James speaks to Olympic gold medal
winning 470 sailor Saskia Clark

hey were a journalist’s
dream: two feisty blondes
in a boat winning Olympic
gold at Rio and she was the one
hanging precariously on the end
of a wire inches above the water
in a tiny craft sailing faster than a
cross-Channel ferry.
Saskia Clark spent nearly 30
years preparing for Olympic glory,
years of training in all weathers,
setbacks, disappointments and
dashed hopes. Finally it all came
right on a scorching day in Rio last
August when Clark and Hannah
Mills won gold in the women’s
470 dinghy sailing event - and
the daydreams of an eight-yearold venturing out in her own boat
on the sheltered Essex creeks,
finally came true.
Clark and Mills, 37 and 28,
awarded MBEs in the recent New
Year’s honours, had won silver at

the London Olympics and Clark
had come sixth at the Beijing
Olympics in 2008. Although still
fit and ambitious, Clark knew that
Rio would probably be her last
chance for Olympic gold.
“I had decided before the
games that I would retire from
470 racing after Rio but with
Hannah helming I knew we had
the best chance ever to finally get
gold,” she remembers. “We had
sailed together for six years and
the first moment we were in a
boat together I knew we could do
something special.
“We have been together
through ups and downs, and have
been with each other all the way.
We worked so hard to get the
upgrade to gold and on the day we
just went for it.”
A multiple champion in
different boat classes, Welsh-born

Mills, a former Young Sailor of the
Year, had steered her way to every
UK title by the age of 14. When
Clark’s previous sailing partner
and helmsman, double Olympic
champion Sarah Ayton, retired 18
months before the London games,
Mills came aboard.
“We just clicked at once,”
Clark remembers. “You need
empathy to make the split-second
decisions in 470 racing and we got
on really well from the start.”
A 4.7-metre 470 boat wobbles
like a jelly in inexperienced hands.
Designed over 50 years ago, it still
planes like a powerboat in a high
wind and takes some handling at
optimum performance.
As always, for the Rio races,
Mills helmed and Clark crewed.
“People always assumed that
because I’m eight years older than
Hannah, I will be at the helm, but

Saskia Clark
and Hannah
Mills celebrate
in their boat
after winning
the women's
470 gold.

Saskia Clark and Hanah Mills
with their gold medals.

Richard Langdon.

Richard Langdon.

“Narrowly missing out on the gold at the London games
- we went into the final medal race in first place but
were pipped to the post by New Zealand - only made us
more determined to give it a real go in Rio.”
Saskia Clark
and Hannah
mills battle the
waves in Rio.

Richard Langdon.
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to Rio gold – it wasn't all plain
sailing for Saskia

it’s all about optimum weight in
sailing,” Clark explains.
“The helmsman in a 470 needs
to weigh 50-60kg while the person
working the sails should tip the
scales at around 70kg. It also
helps that I’m 5ft 9in because that
allows me more leverage to work
the ropes and balancing out the
boat by hanging off the side from
my trapeze.
“You have different
responsibilities in terms of who
is making what observations
depending on what leg of the
course you are on. There’s
continual discussion about sailsetting and how to drive the boat
to its maximum. There’s constant
reevaluation of numerous factors
which make all the difference
between winning and losing.
“We get very fond of our boats
- they get to become the third
member of the team.”
Clark now lives in Weymouth
- the epicentre of UK dinghy-

racing - with her partner, Laser
class Olympic gold medallist Paul
Goodison, but her spiritual home
is still the sailing-mad island
village of West Mersea in rural
Essex, where her parents live and
where she first learned to sail.
She goes back as often as
she can and always tries to
make it for the West Mersea
town regatta, with its traditional
oyster smack and sailing barge
races and a warm welcome in
the pubs and clubs.
“Sailing in Essex offers you
everything. There’s the safety of
the creeks to learn in and explore,
offshore racing, and also the tight
racing on the Blackwater estuary
where you have to understand the
tides and dodge the mudbanks!
Not many places have all these
things - and more.”
So not surprisingly, West
Mersea was Clark’s first port of
call when she arrived back from
Rio with her gold medal. “This is

@SportsInsightUK
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“I was very lucky that when I was
18, Lottery funding came in, and
I could become professional. It
was a wonderful opportunity.”
Her Olympic chance finally came
in 2008 with a sixth place 470
class finish alongside Christina
Bassadone at Beijing.
“I was massively disappointed
to only finish sixth,” Clark admits.
“I needed another partner but
no one seemed quite right until
Hannah came along. She was a
brilliant helmsman and we
battled our way to theLondon
Olympics in the nick of
time, winning the World
Championships on the way.
“Narrowly missing out on the
gold at the London games - we
went into the final medal race in
first place but were pipped to the
post by New Zealand - only made
us more determined to give it a
real go in Rio.”
Their campaign could have
started better - the pair were
robbed at knifepoint during an
early training session and all
their sailing gear stolen. “We
were in the wrong place at the
wrong time,” is how Clark puts it.
“But we got over it.”
Just how much became
apparent on that sweltering
day last August in Guanabra
Bay, overlooked by Sugarloaf
Mountain, when Clark and Mills,
now fourth in the world rankings,
only needed to finish eighth in
the final medal race after three

Sailing Energy World Sailing

always home and the coolest thing
ever is to share the medal with
family, friends and community,”
she said at a yacht club celebration
which ended with a party and
fireworks long into the night. They
even painted the local post-box
gold in Clark’s honour.
Strangely, what is now
her way of life, started pretty
inauspiciously. “I really hated
sailing at first,” she told us.
“But I got going with it and if you
lived at West Mersea it’s what
everyone does and I gradually
came to like it.”
At eight she was “mucking
around the creeks at home” in her
black and yellow-striped wooden
Optimist dinghy Bumblebee,
but even then an Olympic career
was her dream. “Sailing was
something we all did together as
a family. At first I disliked sailing
on my own but once I developed
the sailing bug, I loved the
adventure and the competition.
I thrived off the constant battle
to prove that I was as good as, or
better than, the boys.”
That didn’t take long. At
12 she was in the GB team for
the Optimist European and
World Championships and a
year later was part of the British
national Optimist squad and girls’
national champion.
By the time she had reached
her school’s sixth form, Clark had
moved up into Laser sailing and
was European women’s champion.

41

victories in the first series,
to finally get their hands on
these elusive golds.
But nothing is certain in
sailing. First, the medal race
was postponed for a day because
of lack of wind and Team GB
parties were put on hold. For
example, some minor technical
disqualification could have denied
the GB pair top spot.

“There was always the chance
of something breaking and
stopping us finishing,” Clark says.
“It wasn’t a foregone conclusion.
We could have lost the medal
and felt so stupid.” As it happens
they sailed calmly into eighth
place, did the job, beat their New
Zealand bete noires and sailed
their dinghy up the golden beach
to the cheers of flag-waving Brits.

True to her word, Clark has
retired from 470 elite dinghy
racing but hasn’t sailed into the
sunset. She is a busy ambassador
for a sailing trust, is joining
an offshore racing team and is
considering media projects.
“There’s plenty to do,” she
says. “But it’s going to be hard to
top winning Olympic gold with
one of your best mates.”
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Strong community links and a
prominent digital presence are

ESSENTIAL
FOR SUCCESS

Ted Warren, shop manager at The Hockey Centre, talks about the history
of the store and what they do to keep people coming through the door

T

he Hockey Centre is one
of the oldest specialist
hockey equipment shops
in the country.
Now based in Woking, in
Surrey, it was set up over 30 years
ago as Bablock Sports, the retail
arm for the brand Mercian.
As the brand grew it had
to separate from a retail
environment and The Hockey
Centre was born as a multi-brand
hockey specialist catering for the
hockey population in the SouthEast of England.
At the time there were very
few hockey retailers, a lot of carbooting sales. The Hockey Centre
also had a mobile shop in the form
of a double decker bus and went
around all the hockey festivals,
taking product out to the players.
Shop manager Ted Warren
(pictured) said: “Over thirty
years the business has seen many
changes, recessions, the advent of
mail order and then the internet.

"But over the last three years,
the change in focus has been a
more visible digital presence
with a high-quality e-commerce
platform, an increased stock
position in store and an improved
retail environment to service
the high level of foot traffic that
we have and finally an extensive
staff training programme to give
out the best level of information
possible to the consumer.”
They believe that building
and maintaining strong links
with with local hockey clubs is
essential to their success.
Warren said: “It is an area
of business that we will be
focussing on in the coming year.
Our relationship with local clubs
is very important to us. Offering
club-specific deals, making club
clothing agreements and then
making those club members feel
welcome and part of a Hockey
Centre community. We have a
great level of foot traffic but we
have not promoted the business in
a targeted way to some local clubs
and their members. So we will be
making agreements with clubs that
benefit them and their members.”
But they also have to battle
a problem that is common to
many high street retailers today,
parking and the internet.
Warren added: “Parking for
our retail customers is a constant
challenge, as our business grows
we constantly struggle to have

enough parking for the increasing
number of customers, but we have
altered the front of the business to
try and address that. The internet
is also a challenge, to stay on top
of digital trends so that we appear
near the top of search rankings and
maximise, platforms like Facebook
and Google constantly change how
they analyse retailers and so we
have to stay on top of those changes.
Fortunately, we have some partners
within the business who are
experts in that field and are driving
that side forwards.”
And The Hockey Centre keeps
a close eye on the marketplace
when they select new products.
They want to be able to give
their customers what they want,
when they want it.
Warren said: “We have to
be aware of the brands that
exist in the market, looking at
international tournaments to spot
what the top athletes are using
across the world. We also look at
competitor offerings to see what
else is around and monitor three
or four social media platforms to
see what is hot and on the way up
and what is going the other way.
“There are then also the
niche brands where a player or
coach may do something with a
brand at a local club or school,
promoting it more than usual and
directing players in store for those
products. We need to understand
and service that demand.”
Tommy Alexander, a hockey
expert at the store, also keeps his
eye on what trends may be coming
up in the game.
He said: “There will be new
stick bends and head shapes from
a number of brands. Triple core
technology has now proven itself
and will also be in some sticks as
it enhances stiffness and therefore
potential hitting power. More
players are using right and left hand
gloves so we will see some of those
come into stock and also some new
shell shapes in shinguards.”
The Hockey Centre attempts
to stay ahead of the competition
by focusing on three key areas.
They make sure they have a
good level of stock for as much of
the season as possible, working as
closely with brands as possible to
place good stock orders and then
top-up regularly.

They are training their staff to
have a high-level of knowledge about
all the products so that they can
advise customers as well as possible,
in-store, on the phone and online.
And finally, they promote
the business on social media,
increasing awareness of what they
do and creating the maximum
number of opportunities to sell.
But they also offer innovative
services to their customers.

Alexander added: “We have
an in-store area called Goalie
Gear where clubs, schools
or just individuals can book
an appointment to come in,
discuss the complicated world
of goalkeeping with an expert
and buy from a full range of kit,
available there and then. We
believe it is one of only two or
three similar services in the
whole country.”
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A sideways look at the world of independent retailing

A

Taxing times can present some woolly problems

s a child, I sensed an
oppressive gloom settling
on the shop at this time of
year. It was when my dad piled up
his petrol receipts (3s 6d a gallon)
on the office desk, finally opened a
lot of brown envelopes and sent
my mum out for a bottle of
indigestion mixture.
Now I know what it was all
about, because I’m doing pretty
much the same as the end of the
tax year comes round.
My wife Doreen says that, if
possible, I look even more depressed
when doing the yearly accounts
than my dad did, and to be honest,
it’s hardly surprising. After all, I
was actually done over by the
HMRC last year and - like getting
married, riding a horse and having a
prostate investigation - it’s not an
experience I want to repeat.
Of course, investigation of tax
returns is the stuff of business
folklore. Friends queued up to
recount such stories as Revenue
heavies putting a sweetshop owner
in an arm lock until he confessed to
eating a packet of jelly-babies
without deducting VAT.
There were tales of heroic
rebels who had paid HMRC fines
in old halfpennies delivered to tax
offices in lorries or who had

written cheques on the backs of
sheep (legally allowed under some
18th century law, I’m told), and got
away with it.
Less fortunate were the
alleged victims of broken
marriages and suicide bids after
hours of relentless interrogation
by faceless men in fawn raincoats
who drove Ford Ka cars and lived
in Harlow New Town.
“My uncle was so shaken up
that he closed his dry-cleaning
business and joined a Buddhist
community on the Isle of Mull,”
said my informant.
“Don’t wear your new watch”
advised my friend Harbottle who
once ran off with a tax-inspector’s
wife and was stung for a whopping
tax bill the following month. His
main grievance was that he didn’t
get a rebate when the wife
returned to her husband.
By now I had forgotten that I
hadn’t actually done anything
wrong, but then you don’t need to. A
computer in a shed in Norfolk picks
out your name and the Revenue’s
hard-eyed special compliance boys
oil their thumb-screws and stack
your files in their car-boots.
Nor was my accountant
particularly reassuring.
“Statistically, you’re long overdue

for a visit from the revenue,” he said
with the nearest he could get to
eager anticipation. After all, they
say an extrovert accountant is one
who looks at your shoes when he’s
talking to you, instead of at his own.
“The last time I had a client
investigated it took five years and
cost £60,000. I did advise you to take
out insurance, if you remember.
There were some very good deals
around at the time.” Thanks mate.
As it happened, the chap who
came to see me was not remotely
hard-eyed. He was small and
middle-aged with a paunch and an
unhealthy complexion, who
explained there was nothing
personal in the visit.
It seemed that self-employed
retailers were their most tiresome
customers. Over 40 per cent had
mistakes in their returns and 35 per
cent were late. “If you were a dentist
or a taxidermist we probably
wouldn’t be here now,” he said.
“The problem is the computer
has targeted you on the random
probability theory.” “Rather like
Pearl Harbour,” I said, but the irony
was lost on him, so I added that it
was a bit late to make a career
change that afternoon but I’d try to
do it by next year, and offered him a
cup of tea and a Jaffa cake.

To be fair, the inspector said
he seen a lot worse accounts than
ours although he wasn’t too happy
about our claiming my assistant
Norman’s hearing-aid batteries as
tax-deductable, and why did we
need so many elastic bands?
The rest of the accounts were
apparently OK. Actually they were
excruciatingly deadly dull. That
was always my dad’s secret in
getting a tax return accepted and
one of two useful things he passed
on. The other was his penknife.
Have no pity when it comes to
documenting the depreciation on
the stapling machine and wear and
tear on the stockroom light-switch.
Don’t forget the £1.20 parking

ticket, the 40p sponge used to
moisten stamps and the Sellotape
used to temporarily repair your
glasses. Keep it up and you should
have them begging for mercy.
My accountant, obviously
hoping for a nice little earner and
clearly disappointed that I hadn’t
been hustled off to a soundproof
interrogation room and given the
waterboard treatment for claiming
depreciation on the out-of-date Jaffa
cakes, warned that I might not be so
lucky with the taxman next time.
But I reckon I should be ok. To
be honest, dentistry is a bit outside
my comfort zone, but I’ve come
across a very reasonable online
course in taxidermy.
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SOCKS FOR RUNNERS

NEW COMPRESSION COLLECTION
Run stronger. Recover faster.
Certified conformance to medical standard (BS6612)
Reduces fatigue through less muscle oscillation
Reduced muscle soreness
Aids the reduction, and recurrence, of overuse injuries

To view the new Compression range,
our in-store display solutions
and the wider sock range
please book an appointment with
your HILLY Sales Representative now
or call us on 0161 366 5020

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT
SALES@PHOENIXSPORTINGGOODS.COM

